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ABSTRA: ~'

The multiply deformed, metamtlJphic Limpopo belt separates the granite-
I ~

greenstone terranes of the Kaapvaal and Zimbabwe Cratons. The belt is
"

dlvlded into three zones, "the Southern Marginal Zone (SMZ), the Central
Zone (CZ) and the Northern Marainal Zone (NMZ)~ all consisting of high ..
grade metamorphic rocks,

Previous .geophysical investigations, which included gravity (Co'l}Jard and
Falrhead, 1980) and electrical metbods (Van Zijt, 1978)/pre3ent~d models in
which the Kaapvaal Craton (KC) had been thrust over the Zimbabwe Craton
(ZC). Recent geophysical studies (De Beer and Stettler. 1988) indicate a south
dipping. contact between. the ZC and NMZ and a north dipping contact betwf$~n.

II

the KC and SMZ. whiet! suggests a pop-up structure (Van Reenen et al., 1990).

This study includes seismic reflection and refractton work as well as
gravity modelling. Tbe seismic reflection section is typical of Archean
sections, t.e, a re.flective uppet crust overlying a seismically transparent
lower crust. The SMZ and a block thought to be the NMZ are eharacterlsed
by numerous short, dipping reflectors. The CZ is largely seismically
transparent except for sedimentary rocks close to surface. The KC is
characterised by sub-horizontal reflectors indicating thin skinned tectonics.
The con~nrt between the SMZ and KC is seen as a zone of discontinuous
north dipping reflectors. NClcontinuous reflector at mid ..crustal levels is seen

'" 'I

connecting the SMZ and NMZ which could represent the 'decollement as
postulated by McCourt and Veamcornbe (1987), P"ee ..ait gravity modelling
results indicate that the positive anomaly over the SMZ is " result of dense
rocks within the upper crust haying a maximum thickness of 7 km, The lower \

() regional value over the CZ can (l)eaccommodated by increasing the crustal ~~\
thlckness beneath thb C~;:".~ybetween 2 and:; km. Thls is in agreement with
the refraction data. The 0.6 s slowdown seer. . the reduced travel-time
refraction data near the boundory between the CZ and SMZ is modelled using
a 3 to 4 km thick low velocity layer at a depth of 42 km rather than an
increase in crusta) thickness.
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PREFACE

The origin and structure ,of the Limpopo Belt has been discussed for many
years. Since the mid ..1970's the Limpopo Belt bas been the ,subj~ct of qa.any
research((p~ojects:ln South Africa, Botswana and Zimba1owe. Results from this
research have been published in' several publicano~s and conferences,
including:

'.
Van BUjoll, W. J. and Lt;gg, 1. H., (Ed!.), (1'983). The Limpopo~Belt. Geol.
c.") S.oc. S. Afr. Spec, Publ •.~8.

<:',~

Van Reenen, D. D. and Roering, C., (EdS:l) The Limpopo Belt - A fietd
workshop on gran4Jites and deep crustal" tectonics.
Jonannesburg. (1990)"

The aim at this pr()ject is to present a uniE;ed discussion of the -several
geophysical data sets 8vllHabie for the Limpopo Belt.

o 1/

Dr. R. Durrhelm (U~dverslty of the'"Witwatersrand), Dr. R. Green
(University of the Wit\vattrstand) and Prof. C. Roerin~, (Rand Afrikaans
Universit;y) supervised this project. I am grateful, for their advice and
practical assistance. Prof. D. van Reenen from Rand. Afrikaans Unh'ersity
provided many helpful discussions on the geology of the area.

The reflection seismic line was acquired by Rockplan Pty Ltd. of South,I
AfricP/for the South African Geological Survey and the National Geophysics
Pt:ngramme. Most uf the reprocessing was carried out at the Genmln
Geophysics }lata Processing/(:Jenlre at Springs. 1 am grateful to Genmin for

, the use, ~,\b~,J~~ll%l~~)~~j{especially 10 Nick Wood for help wit', the I
processH1g. \ 1,/ ' )1
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The gravity madeltlng was carried out 'at the CSIR. I am grateful for the C

c

use of their facilities and the help of Je Geerthsen, M. Maher and 13,. Pitts.

G. Cooper assisted with the computer work ~t the University of' the
Witwatersrand and provided the signal detection algorithm. Carol Beadle
from the .Geophyslcs department provided asSiiQ\';'~~ h, the printlng of the"
dissertation.

Financial SUppoI\~'for al~project was provided by the Foundation for
Research and Develupment and Rand Afrikaans University.

The major findings of the study have been accepted for publication in II
, ,I" il

Precambrian Research ~,v.d have been presented at the South Afrtcan il
\\ 11

Geophysical As§ociatio:n t~chnh~aimeeting. Ii
It

.Durrhetm, R, Harker, W. H. and Green, R. WJE. (in preslf), Seismic studies

C Of the Llmpopo Belt. Precambrlan Research. (

o ~\

Barker, W. H" Durrheim, R. 1. and Green, R. W. E. (1991). Geophysical
studies of the Limpopo Belt. Bxtended AbstractSSAGA: 11..14\
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1. IN'l'RODUCTION

i/ o
The bigh"gr.ade metamorphic Limpopo Be!t(LB) separates the [row..grade

o

Kaapvaal ul)d Zimbabwe: Ct~tons .•The l,..9 can ,~,e:Bubdivi"~d into three zones,
o .

the Southern Marginal Zone (SMZ)r th~ Nq;rthern MargbM~~Zene (NMZ) 'and
the Central Zone (CZ)J•..Xhe zones are separ~ted from eaeh other and;,ftomothe
adjacent cratons by prominent terrane boundaries (WatkeY8: 1983).. The SMZ

':l), co:nsists of highly attenuated granite-gr~enst()ne Hthologi"s m(~stJy at granulite
~ 0

\ grade (De Beer and Stettler. 1988). Tf':e NMZ, which lies hll'gety in
\ Zimbabw~,. also comprises high~gtade equlvalents of granite-greenSton~

\\ lith?logieS «(J)~avava et al.) in prep.), The CZ consists mainly of bi~h grade
\~picontinental rocks (De Beer and fitett!~r, J98S) .." . .

\~ 0 :)

'\ . .•... II . ,," ii
\~eva.ral tectonic models have been. proposed to explaln the evclutlon of the

Lml~:OPO :Belt and seophysical studles can. be used to verify and di~Uiuish
., ..... .J:

between t~rm .. In this study two sei.srnic inv~sdg.ations and a gravity medel
are presented. the results are uSetUo determine the present day structure of

"" _''''' ",_ _ ',', ,',' , ,__ _ _ _ _', _.Ii
the. LB and the nature Qf the boundary .between the LB t'l\d KC, tlnd to
provide further evidence h1 order to detcrmin'e the origins.)of the belt •.,

o

c The 218 km long, .13 s two way time) re(lection seismic line from
J?ietel'$burg to Pont Drift shot for the National Geopbysic~ Programme and

I O '.}

the Geological St,lrvey in 1991 has been "reprocessed an~ interpreted.
ReprocesSi{lg concentrated on the deep data and achieved greater ~ontinuity

~Ii

of the reflections through extensive editing and residual ~\tatics calculations.
Traveltlrnes of Witwatersrand mine tremors ~etween Pl~tersburg and Harare
have been modelled. Free-air gravity anomaly valuers taken front d\e
Geological, Survey Handbook 3 have been modelled using<>a model wh¥ch

jJ .,

included th~ Iscsratlc foot calculated from the topography values.f . : ". ~
J! ,

" ,I)
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2. Gl~OLOGY o

The Limpopo Belt is an east-northeast trending polymetamorphic, Enultiply
deformed zone separating the Archean gra,nitd-greenstone terranes of the
Ka~pv:aalIC,retQn (in the sout~) and Zimbabwe Craton (in t"1e north). It is
locatedIn ffotswana, southern Zimbabwe and northern Transvaal (figure 2.1)

and emergS!!!. from beneath the Kalabari Sands in the west and extends for
about 600 kmJn lengtn before disappearing beneath Phanerozoic Cover at the
eastern end, It has a maximum width of about 300 km,

::(:'1

The orig,rtls 'of th~' belt remain tm~ertain, and in the paUt it has been
:,-"\,_' ,F

referred to as '~fl drogeny (MacGregor, 1953), an orogenic belt (Cox et al.,
"\ ';~' I ' C

1965)~ a mdbn~,beJt (Anhaeusser et at, 1969) and a metamorphic complex
(Du Toit antily~\~Reenen, 1977). Although this study refers to the Limpopo

,',',j ',,' "..,

Belt" ,the term 'belt' has no genetic impUcaW:ms. The present belt' ..li~e
geometry (a h~1t;i\;'lfpegeometry is described by ~nkard e:t ,~L(1982) as being
one 'Yhere th~dJody has a 'bigh :~hgth to width ratio) is probably due to later
strike ..s1ip movement (in post-Bushveld times) along the Palata and Tull-Sabl
shear zones bou'ndirtg th~ Central Zone. This movement exaggerated the

J",
,,// r{tteral extent of the originally oval shaped structure (Van Reenen et at,
~-<--,,-'

1987. 1990). In .~ddition, ages reported by Barton et al. (1983b) indicate that
the rocks of the Limpopo Belt have ages at least 200 Ma greater than those
from the adjacent cratons, Therefore the term mobile belt is inaccurate since
the term is used to describe 'younger, linear metamorphic belts surroundlng

,.
adjacent cratons' (Anhaeusser et al., 1969). The whole belt was subjected to
granulite facies metamorphism in response to the collision between the
Kaapvaal and Zimbabwe Cratons during the Limpopo orogeny around 2700 (I

Ma ..(Van Reenen et al., 1990). "The belt was subjected to further
def&'(~nJl1tional and metamorphic events until the de'positibn of the Karoo rocks
at 200 Ma. As a result it is characterised by repeated shear deformation,
igneous intrusion rd\d extrusion. However, the CZ also shows evidence' ofIt
metamorphic ~~d 4~:f~.tmation events predating the Limpopo orogeny {B:if\ll,
1990). / ,)

",.. -/~~
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Figure 2 •.1 Oeolo~y of tile Limpopo B~lt and loc3tl~ns 0 f tile geopby sica! traverses, ·Coyer strata are ibd,catl by dl agonal
.,hatching and Archean greenstone belts are c~'l()urt:dblack, - - ., refractlon and gravity line, ~_~i.\_ reflection line
SMZ... Southern Marginal Zone, CZ . Central Zone (from Durrhelm et a], ~ in press)
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The belt can be divided into zones on the basis of lithology and structure.
/J

A three-f~,"p division has been used by Cox et ar.\1-9~) where a central east- "
northeast sene exhibiting nearly north-south trending folds. is flanked on
either side by marginal zones where the regional fold structural trend Is east-
northeast, The three zones also have distinct lithologies. The marginal zones
eonslst largely of reworked granite-greenstone successions" of the adjacent
cratons and the CZ consists of high·grade metamorphosed eplcratonlc

supracrustal rocks (Barton, 1983a). Van Reenen et al, (1987) consider ~hat
•

metamorphism and structural styles in-the CZ and marginal zones are slmllar.

All lithologies have undergone extreme deformation which is indicated llY
highly attenuated fragments ..\~aught up In complex fold patterns.

,I

"~I

The CZ is separated from the lJ@jacent marglns! zones by broad sheav,
zones, the Tuli ..Sabl shear in the north along which movement is strike"slit!
ami! dextral and the Palata shear zone in the south along which movement i11

Ii 'I

strike ..slip and sinistral. ~4th boundaries are often mylonitic. Movement
directions in the belt have been described by McCqurt and Vearncombe
(1987) as a westward.movenlentco} rocks in the CZ, a northward movement
of rocks in the NMZ and a southward movement of rocks In the.'£MZ. T~le

CZ was moved a further approximately 70' kill to the WeGt afte~"..die
l/

emplacement of the Bushveld Cqmpiex aroupd 2060 Ma (Van Reenen-et at,
1987).

2.1 Cl&NTRAL ZONE

The Central Zone (CZ) Is characterised by a supracrustal successlon
termed the Belt Bridge Complex (BSC) (SACS1 1980), which consists of
metaquartzltes, amphlbolltes, a variety rf gneisses, calcsiilcates and marble.

',',

It is suggested that these rocks are intensely deformed and metamorphosed
eqalvalents of some elementstof a modern ocean floor (Fripp, 1983). Several
suites of grey gneisses (Sand River, Zan(liba,r and Alldays) have been

';,

identified within the BBC and they aU have ta similar mineralogy and
chemistry (Van Reenen et al., 1990).

4



The £\'~nd River Gnelisses which crop out in the CZ were previll~llsly,I ' ,

thought to be the oldest iioCks in the area with an approximate age of it~790
, ,'1

Ma and as such formed tJ !~asement to the BBC (Barton~ 198321, Fripp, IHS3).
Recent radiometric eVid~~~cehowe,~er ~yields a younger ~~e arcund 32~O Ma

!I" ,:
(Harris et al., 1987) a~ld no un~\mbil~uoU$ structural evidence exis&s to
support the basement"coi~et retati9nshilt) in, the field. 'i'he ~UJdays O;peiss

'. !exhibits an intrusive rlrlalion!lhi~' with the BBC and has an ag'~ of
approximately '3200 Ma.:1 T~~isSU&~;f~stS'that the other grey 'I:nclsses uould

'1 :,' il ';'_i

. possibly be time equiva;:e~~s of a_, Igneous event around 3:200 Ma !!~lVan
II ,. 1 :,Ii

Reenen et al., 1990), I! ' 11!i

Ii ' 1\
i i II

Rocks of the B~\C l!hi~ou,rjhO~hthe CZ have been intruded b~I:\I\the
anorth1Jsitic-gabbrt>ic .:Molls1:ns,L~~~ftiedIntrusion which 'was ('h1Placed\r\l~ or
before ,:3270Ma (Barton~: j!9i$~h')'Gr~~:broicdykes occurring m~dnly wiUd:l1\i.\the
grey ~;m~isses w.~r~ l~m~!lj'l.:eda~lo~lt 3000 Ma and cresseiu an. e~\~'II\jer
metam~:~.rpMo fabric lin bOl~!the Si\,~!d\1~iVet and AUdays Gneis~es; indic:~,t\\\ng
that th~:l cz maY,1h~vel ~:'!'i'~~rienclrdI'an. earlier oro~enicr) event before' \\\he o

Limpopt orogeny ar~\Ul\d.\~'100M~;(~I'e'Wit and Van Schalkw,~'kt 1990). !..\\~n
cz lith~~logieSunderwelr;t~tiranulit~if3~~e:s metamorphism durir:ts: the Limpil\\~()
orog~nyil The Bulal; CI\l~~D!7S~ el~plj\~(:ed in the. supracnl'~tat rocks \:;~t
approxh111ately. 2700 llllfa, dl$ partllof 'ithe, Lj~JPopb orogeny ;CWatkeys 1H\I\d
Armstrong, 1985). The t'flative Ilcht~j~nOlogy of geological events ln Jl\lr
Llmpopo: Belt 1s sutflllll.riS~lrin tat 2\ 1. I,

Gneisses Ivithh! tile hqi\~ .re:1 Cha~~oterlsed by both a~llphibl,l!te 1111\\,
granulite facies J~inet'alo~!l,rs'c Tl~e cl~)se association between tf:lese tWQ\:\

assemblages Indicates th~itl:!the ,iamphllboHtes are' PQssi.bly retr.bgress'~d\il
equivalents of the mafic gl+\'\lnte,~Thrd.e main metamor,PhiC ~~~nt~: affect~d\\
the CZ after 3000 Ma. rf1\~e f~.rst~ ~II' was the I..JmpOili'o orogeny i 11t,(\:'1

approxima~eiy 2700 Ma ~r~\wai~ a prpgrade event anQcllated with the \~I,

granulite f21cies metamorphrs\\? rel~ulting from rocks being bnrled Ito depm;~ :::~

around 3S ~:m and reachingil, a\\pea~f pressure of 9.5 kbar. This was followed \~,
by the M2 event, indicated I~Y\\isotl~ermid ~1ecompression with temperatures \\

:\ \;~\
~ 5' ~~\ ,
'i '.\ :.,

\1 'A
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I.J

greater than 750°C and pressures between 6 and 7 kbar, The third
metamorphic event, M3, W~& a retrograde event during which cooling
occurred and fluids entered the high grade rocks resulting in min enI
replacement reactions: ·i'his event established the zones of retrog,fession in c

the CZ and SMZ as well as the retrograde orthoarnphlbole isoi~ad in the
SMZ (Van Reenen et al., 1990). The Limpopo orogeny ended itt the CZ
around 2650 Ma as indicated by the unmetamorphosed Iamprophyric dykes

\i

which Intruded the Bulai Gneiss (Wat~,eys and Armstrong, 1985).

On a regional scale the fold structures in the CZ are closed. Structural
investigations indicate that these closed structures are macro sheath folds
which plunge to the southwest. Similar closed structures ate Seen in the SMZ,
as woU as cross-cutting zones of straightening. These zones of straightening
ax~ steeply northward dipping rerrerse fault movement zones with south ..
C ;~er1Ytnov~ment Indicators (Roerfng and Smit, 1990). I)

" ..,~-.---., . -

2.2 SOUTHERN MARGINAL ZONE

The Southern Marginal Zone (SMZ) contains a significant proportion of
high-grade metamorphic equlvalents of rocks similar to the adjacent granite ...

!"i

greenstones of the Kaapvaa] Craton (Mason, 1973). ,The main structural trend
\'C

is east-northeast. Much of the SMZ is covered by sedimentary and volcanic
rocks of the Karoo Sequence. The bulk of the SMZ is made up by the
tonalitic and trondjhemltic gneisses of the 3500 ..3300 Ma Baviaanskloof
Gneiss (Du Toit et al, ~ 1983) in which greenstone slivers consisting of
ultramafic, mafic and pelitic gneisses with banded iron formation occur (Van
Reenen et at, 1990). The Baviaanskloof Gneiss is in tectonic contact with the

i' supracrustal Bandelierkop Formation which consists of mafic, ultramafic and
pelitlc gn~sses (Du reu et at. > 1983). The SMZ has been subjected to
several pha~es of granite intrusion including the late tectonic Matok Granite

/i . ,>

around 267() Ma (Du Toft et al., 1983) and the post tectonic Palmtetronsein
Granite at about 2450 Ma aJl(tth~Schjel Alkaline Complex at about 2150 Ma
'(Barton et al., 1983a).

7



Van Reenen Ell al. (1990) divide the SMZ into two "disthtet metamQrphic
zones - ~ granulite zone in the north' and a zone of hydration in the south.
The two "zones are separated by the retrograde orthoamphibole isogrnd.
Granutlte facies mineralogies are present in all lithologies in the granulite

/\

zone. The metal'elitic granulite is the most commor.. ,lithology in. the granulite
zone and Is generally c~ely banded and often migmatitic. Mineral textures
:within the metapelltlc granulites often indicate a complex metamorphic
.ifistory. The mafic granulites are e~rse foUated rOCKS, but do-not show tiny

" " ",,~,

textural evldence of a complex metamorphic history. Banded iron formath:ms
are found together with both types of granuHfes and occur as a banded or

..
more massive type of rock. Ultramafic· rocks have been serpentinlsed to
varying degrees. The retrograde orthqamphlbole isograd is well defined in the
metapelitic granulrtes, seen in mineral 'replacement reactiof\\~. MetllpeHti~
gl1eiss~\s in the ZOne of hydration are completely tecrystallised and well
foliated and often contain Jit~le or no evidenc~~of the previous bigh grade
history. Mafic rocks in tile zone of hydration arl!~we'll foliated.

':\. .,

I)

The metamorphic hlstory of the SMZ aftei' 30\QOMa is similar to that of
the CZ Le, prograde granultte faci .•s metamorphlsm (M,) followed by

decompression (M2) and retrogression (M,). How(~ver, maximum pressures
were slightly less, (8..9 kbar) c;nd the retrogression event, during which the
orthoamphlbole isograd was established. W3;' steeper l.e. temperatures

;; \,

decreased quicker for the same decrease in pres'\lurel•

2.3 NORTHERN MARGINAL ZONE

The 30 .. 50 km wide Northern Marginal Zone (NMZ) lies in 'Zimbabwe
/)

and south-eastern Botswana. The NMZ is Ii granulite terrane similar to the
SMZ, consisting mainly of reworked granite ..greenstone lithologies of the
adjacent Zimbabwe Craton (ZC). The grade of metamorphism decreases

"westwards into Botswana, but there is insufficient evidence to show whether
"

this decrease is uu<' to regional retrogresslon of original granulites, 01'

8
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~ti~her the"granulites were never deveIop~d at aU (Robertson and"Du ren,
1981~~Hi<:knnan{1978) obtained an age of 2930 ± 60 Ma for granulites fro~)
the Bangala Dam regio~., l~e boundary with the Zil1lbabwe Craton is marked
by a series of..southerly-dipping faults and .mylonite 2:o.nes(Gwavava ~t al.,
in prep.), with downdip linee.tion. The granulite facJes t9cks of the marginal
zone were carried over the rocks of the ZC along these $bear ZOlles (Coward
and IJtdYt 1984). At least 2 regional deformatiooc.eltents are recogn1sed
(Barton, 1983b).

2 ..4 KAAPVAAL CRATON

Much of·thcJgranite"greenstone terrane of the Kaapvaa! Cra~on (Ke) is
;,_.;-' .'

covered by Protelrozoic formations. Where exposed, it is characterised by".
variably siz,ed" greenstone belts surrounded by tonalltlc a~~dtfondbjemitico .... ..... Q
gneiss (Roering and Smlt, 1990). Afl th~ greehstone betts (ound on the .KC
are ~~afac,}erise(J by an east ...northeast struct~r~l grain and have a depth extent

,1 0

of less than 7 km (De Beer and Stettler. 1988). Some hAgh grade granulite
bodies found on the KC ate probably tectonlc klippe si~ce they have no
gravity signature (De Befit a'ld Stettler, in press). The low-grade terrane is
characterised by, prograde metamorphism. '

2.5 ZIMRABWE CRATON

The southern part of the Zimbabwe"Craton (ZC) is a granite ..gQeis~ terrane
associated with extensive greenstone btilb. Hawkesworth et al, (1915)
obtained two different ages for rocks from the ZC ind!catillg two major
events. The first event occurred around 3500-3600 Ma and was associated
with the formation of the granitic crust. 'fber"second event with an age of
between 2600 and'2700 Ma was related to the formation of the greenstone
beij.~~and associated granite intrusives. The Great Dyke emplaced at about

t,

2500 Ma intrudes an these formations.

9
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2.6 ':ECTONIC MODELS

Several tectonic models based on geological and:;?,geophysical data have
.. '\ ''\

been proposed for the evolution of the Limpopo J3elij• fJafly modeis include
those of Barton and Key (1981), Frip!, (1983) and Mght (1982), 311of which
are based on the assumption that plate tectoJlic" was arr .acti'Vec"l11c:chnnlsm
during the Archean. Coward and Fairhead (1980), on the. basIs of gravity

I

data', proposed that the Ltmpepo Belt eompelses lower trust exposed by th~

tbrusting of the Kaapvaal Craton over the Zimbabwe Craton. Sarton and Key
(1981) proposed that the Limpopo Belt formed in an intracrat.onic
environment which was tfien deformed by s)Jearing and c~mptef.~ion across
a dft between the Kaapvaal and Zimbabwe Cratons. The compression lUted
parts of the crOst on edge which were later exposed. bycel'"$)slon. Light(19E2)

,.

proposed that the Limpopo Belt formed all a result of a colJjsion between the
Kaapvaal and Zimbabwe Cratons with a southward dipping s~bduction zone

beneattt tb~ Kaapvnal Cratof). Fripp (1983) suggested that the Limpopo,J!-:~!t
is $. rJmnant of a bMk·arc basin with an associated magmati¢ ar&\\\ah~'
subductlon .zone. Later det"orrnation resulted from compression between ~he
Zirnh:hwe ami Kaapvaa! Cratons. All the medele involve cGmprelsion acress
the belt during which lower crust granulite facies rocks were forced upwards

(','

and exposed by erosion. They also attempt to explain the history of the belt
from about '3800 Ma, whet' a significant amount of crustal .tock was 1},resent~
until about 250(1_,\Ma when compression ceased, with upt\ft and erosion
continuing until 1950 Ma. Differences be~wee~ the models are found in the
,ge relationships between the Central Zone and the adjacent cratons, and the

presence of volcanic rocks. Both Fripp (1983) and Light (1982) consider the
Limpopo Belt to have formed as Ii result of interaction between the two
cratons which were formed hefote 3800 Ma aou' should be associated with
large quantities of volcanic rocks. Barton and Key (1981) consider the two

~~)

cratons to be younger than the proto-craton onto whielrthey accreted.

Current models of Van Reenen et al, (1987, 1990) and McCourt and

Vearncombe (1987) also include continental collision. The model proposed

10
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by Van i{eenen e(aI~;)(1990)U attempts tp explain the processes l',esulting\\h
the juxtaposition of the high-grade terrane, against the low ..grade terrane
rather than the processes involved in the early deep burial of the Limpopo

,'·c. . . .. ')

reit to a:fPths at which, granulite facies metamorphism occurred. Thus the
'Present geometry of the belt is, a result of response tectonics followed by
lateral movement of 'the Central Zone. McCourt and Vearncombe (1987)
propose that the LB formed \~~a result of a collision between a crustal block
containIng the Zimbabwe ancl\Kaapvaal Cratons arid another crustal block
containing the CZ which comd~4 tttQnl the e~;st.Gwavava et at. (in prep.)

I) ~~'. ~

,"suggest t~at the present cl'ustaf\§tructure in the east is a reslllt of the
'\elatively recent process of crustal thinning during the Karoo period.

o: '. II

The models of Vall Reenen et al. (1990) and McCourt and Vearncombe
(1987) are discussed in more detail below. II

2.6.1 East-to-west emplacement of the Central Zone (micro-jplate

McCourt and Vearneornbe (1987) propose that a (micro ..)pl~te bounded by

the Tuli-Sabl and Palala shear zones, (now represented by the CZ), was
emplaced from the east onto a single plate containing the Zimbabwe and
Kaapvaal Cratons. Thus the marginal zone boundary thrusts are only
secondary displacements resulting" from the co l!ision. Granulite facies
metamorphlsm occurred due to crustal thickening resulting from the collision.

The following field observations are used to support their model ..

The Central Zone differs from the marginal zones in rock types,
structural style and isotope signature.
Both marginal zones exhibit steep downdip mineral elongation and
north verging thrusts are associated with the NMZ.

11
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r~eT'uU·Sabi shear/zolle faring the boundary betwe.~n the NMZ and" ))
CZ is a,zone of ge~y dipping north directed thrusts. Movement on
the Shear zone is strike sUp and dextral.
The. southern boundary of the CZ is marked by the Sunnyside-Palata
shear zone \ystem along which)movement is strike-slip and sinistral.
The gravi~y, profile of Coward and \'j:elrhead (1980) is interpreted as
suggestin*that th~'Tuli ..tJabi and Palala shear zones are'Ilnked at depth
to form a major decollement zone at the base of the CZ. A continuous
shear zone linking the two lateral shear sones has not been recognised
in the west due to limited exposure a~1da younger granitoid com~tex
-around 260 30' B. Two phases of movement occurred' along these
shear zones, one between 2.7 and 2.6,Oa and the other. between 2.0
and 1.8 Ga.
The CZ is char~cteti$ed by large, scale shear zones and probable sheath
folds~ mineral elongation fabrics ace upright to highly oblique and
plunge along tb'e ,length of the CZ.
The pattern otklnematlc movement indicators in the Limpopo Belt is
arcuate" i.e.l~owltrds 3500 In the NMZ. between 2200 and 2500 in the
CZ and tow,rdS 2(~~ in the SMZ. which constrains the plate motion
~uring the colllslon to be between 260" and 2900•

2.6.2 Craton-craton collision followed by rebound

The model for tectonic evolution of the Limpopo Belt as proposed by Van
Reenen et al, (19.8.7, 1990) concentrates 011 the processes which brought abo!"
the juxtaposition of the high-grade terrane against the low..grade terrane
rather than the processes which caused the initial deep burial of the, Limpopo
Belt to granulite facies metamorphism depths.

(f

The following stage's are included In the model ~

Initial possibly oblique continental colltslon around 2100 Mil which
resulted in continental thickenlng.

12
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Readjustment of isotherms, which established at depth pigh\"$rade
isograd'$ on mixed lithologies.
Rapid rebound of crust accompanH~d by diapirism and lateral
spreading.
Erosion and attainment of equllibrlum with uniform crustal thickness
over the area,
Strike slip motion a~ong the Palata and Tuli-Sab! shear zones in post-
Bushveld time around 2060 Ma, where the C~ was displaced about 70

km to the west relative til the marginal zones.

fj\\._ .:

thus the Limpopo Belt was a unit at 2700 Ma when a majo.· tectonic-
"

metamorphic eve~t occurred. The CZ lithologies had a unique pre-2700 M~
history indicated by geochronology and isotope values. The rocks were
subject~~rt~ high-grade conditions at about 3ISO Ma and again, together witb
the marginal zones at about 2700 Ma.

The model is based on several field observations -

The clockwise P-T time evolution of the CZ and marginal zones
records a sing~e continuous loop.
The boundaries of the Limpopo Belt separate: andeformed granite-
greenstone areas from ones in which i't is intensely deformed and

occurs as hIghly attenuated lenses in a mass of granitoid gneisses and

migmatites.
Low-grade crust of the cratons dips beneath the high ..grade crust of the
belt along the shear zones bounding the marginal zones, Compression

zones.
across the belt forced the belt upwards along trese dipping shear-.

'\"
:~:;-:;-:;-

A uniform grade of metamorphism exists over the whole Limpopo Belt
Le. no tectonic stacking occurred, however granulite facies conditions.
could have been superimposed on previously stacked assemblages.
The ubiquitous presence of deformation textures throughout the SMZ,
NMZ and CZ reveal that uplift was fairly uniform and continuous.



anatectic ,melt.
Apparently uniform orientation of movement vectors (NE-SW) within
the SMZ and CZ indicates tnat the two are~,s experienced the same

(} ... . . .. . . '"

movement as well as metamorphic evo)uti~,n. This movement trend is
ic .. ") . ,-'), "', '.,',,' _ T _,' -',,', ,', ',', '.' " .,. \~at an angle to the trend of 'he whole belt' (ENE) which could Indicate

oblique collision "between the Kaapvaa! an~t;Umbabwe Cratons.
,-",

Strike slip motion of 70...100 km along the Palala shear zone occurred
in post-Bushveld time.

Cl

=
a

o
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3. PREVIOUS,.GEOPHYSIC"~4.L INVESTIGATIONS
f

Several geophysical investigations have been carried out in the Limpopo Belt
and adjoining cratons to determine HilS deep structure in these provinces.
These methods have Included the uSe of gravity" electr'fcaf'methods, long

!,

offset transient EM (LOTEM) and refraction sel$mics#
{,I

3.1 ELECTIUCAL METIIO.PS
"\

The results of deep a~d ultra-deep Schlumberger electrical soundings are
reported by Van Zijl (19~) and De Beer et al. (1991). Van 'lUI \1978)

identified two kinds of terrane depending on the amount of fracturing.
Massive terranes consist of strongly consolidated, unfractured, granltold
material characteristic of stable cratons, Fractured terranes consist of

(J

(!C~,

intensely deformed, fractured metamcrphjc rocks characteristic of mobile
belts. Four electrical zones (excluding the surface weathered layer) are
present in the 'low-grade cratonic: terranes. The upper zone has a resistivity
of 40000 ~ 100000 ohm.m with an average thickness of less than 10 kill. The ii

underlying zone is less resistive, with resistivity values ranging from 2000 ..
10000 ohm.in with the average around 5000 ohm.rn. This zone has a depth

extent of 25 to 30 km so that its base occurs. around the crust-mantle
boundary. The third zone is conductive with a resistivity in the range 1 . 100
ohm.m, The deepest recognisable zone, which occurs in the tit" .rQlo$t

lithospheric mantle, is resistive. In the Limpopo Belt, Van Zijl ('t~71.' l.,o~rt
the geo ..electrical character of the upper crust in the high-grade area to be
similar to that of the moderately resistive second zone in the adjacent 19w ..
grade Kaapvaal Craton. De Beer and Stet.t1er (in press) suggested that high ..
grade areas in the CZ which hav~}an upper resistive 'layer similar to that

I
found in low-grade areas may be crustal remnants of a previous cratonic
terrane and were probably not affected by the thrl1sting and shearing during

15
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tq,e last Limpopo deformation e ~ent. From electrical models, Vail Ziji (1?,78)
concluded that th~ moderate r !$istivity rocks of the" SMZ dip southwards
beneath~tbe high resi~t~vity, 10 ;~grade racks-'of the cratonic crust aethe KC-

j ;~\ -

SMZ boundary.

"
Further direct current (DC) \resiStiVity results are presented by De Beer

et at (1991). Schlumberger S~'\Undi~ffdata were used to investigate the
relatlonshlp between the low, an Ihlgh.-~grademetamorphic rocks. They. found
t~e (DC) date to show conclUSiVej!Ythat the higb-grade rocks were thrust ave,'
toe low-grade rocks which cont~j1idicts the findings of 'Van Zijl (1978)~ but
agrees with the recent seismic rd'~lec~ion data (this study and Stettler et al.,
in press' cThe boundary between ~Ihehigh and low-grade rocks dips northward
at an angle of about ',200 to th11 horizontal. The position of the northern
boundary i)f the Kaapvaal Crato~ Il~iththe SMZ was a,:s()shown to be further
$'\)uth than the crthoamphlbole i~~~grt\dsugge\~ ., by Du Tnlt et al. (19Sg).

r
~I

~.~ :,

Long offset translent EM (L01112M) was used to study the conductive zone
J.

observed near the base of the c{t~tonic crust at the' transition from the low..
grade Kaapvaal Craton to the high-grade SMZ (De Beer et al .. 1991). The

"depth to the top of the CO!illt1\'~CtOt'which occurs near the base of the crust was
modelled to occur at approximately the Moho .. 35 km, USing the LOtEM
method they traced the conductor from the Kaapvaal Craton into the SMZ and ~.
found it to shallow from about 30. to 22 km over a statfatic distance of 12 km,
However this does not reflect the difference in metamorphic depth of about

,\

30 km seen at surface, which Indicates that the conducto'i-js more Hkely a
i:i

transient feature of the crust.

/;'~~S.~~,~,
// " I

"/!I
1/

j/

Observations of mining induced tremo~~J:) t'h~~itwatersrand basin were
made by Gane et at. (1956) to determine the crustal structure it) the

-.~ Transvaal. 'li'he northern profile extended about 480 kiti from the sautee

3.2 REFRACTION SEISMICS

16
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region to Messina ~sing a large station spacing. The depth to the Moho was
determined to be 36.6 ± 2.4 km in the northern Transvaal using a crustal
velocity of 6.20 km/s and a mantle velocity of 8.21 km/s. The far offset
records were erratic .a"c~weak: and the So phase was almost completely
ellminated. These eff!:cts were aUributed to structural heterogeneity and a
variable :;ub-Mo'ti "elooity, No conclusions could be reached regarding the
structure, beneath the Limpopo Belt.

Stuart and Zengeni (1987) reported on the seismic crustal structure of the
Limpopo Belt In Zi.mbabwe. Their study was based on recorded events from
th~ earthquakes around Karlba to the north, Witwatersrand win~ tremors to
the south and timed Buchwa .• ron-ere mine blasts to the 'north 'of thfrN~Z u

'""along a 145 krn N~S seismic travel'se in southern Zimbabwe. Crustal thickness
was estimated to be 34 km beneath the NMZ at Rutenga, from a phase

'r'

ider,tified as a Moho ref~ction (PmP) on the timed Buchwa blast reco ..dings.
Based on this depth; they produced a model showing the depth to the Moho
being 40 km within the Zimbabwe Craton. decreasing to 35 km in the NMZ,
find shallowing further to 29 km In the CZ (figure 3.1). ThIs crustal thinning
occurs in assoelatlon with a ~siti~p gravity anomaly centered over the late-
Karoo Nuanetsl Igneous PJ~'''fnce and Karoo Tu,U syncHbe, iniptyi~g that it
wasIn response to extension during Karoo times and was controlled by the
previous Precarnbri4h structure in the Limpopo Ben, rather ..than being

,,', ,-'

associated with the development or the belt (St\lart and Zengehi, 1981). The
model shows the Zimbabwe Craton boundary to bea steeply scuthetly d;ptiin~
zone associated with high ..velocity material separating cratonic crust about 40

c'

km thick: from that ty~ical of the mobile belt &.ome (; ken thinner,
Interpretation of travel time curves indicates an upper crustal Interfaee in the

HI)

Limpopo Belt at n depth of 5.8 ± 0.6 km separating material with a velocity
cf5.8 km/s from that of about 6.4.km/s. On the craton this boundary occurs
at 4.4 ± 0.5 km and separates 5.8 km/s crustal material f~!)m the uuderlyfng-
6.5 km/s velocity crust. An apparent mantle vcloclty of 8.4 km/s is p'(~~ably
a maximum estlmate of tile .sub..Moho velocity due to the distance of the
events being such that dlvlng waves from the upper mantle may have been

"
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recorded (Stuart and Zengeni, 1987). Teleseismic data show a significant
/~ontrast between the velocity structure of the Zhnbabwean Craton and the
Limpopo Belt down to depths of 80 km. Above 80 km the velocity of the
craronlc lithosphere is some 4% faster, while below 80 krn the mobile belt
lithosphere appeaes to be faster.

3.3 GRAVITY I,

I!
Ii
i:

Gravity and ~~~nsitymeasurements have been used by several workers. to
I

describe the dee~: structure of the Llmpopo Belt. The first regional gravity
survey of South ,i4.frica by Smit et al, (1962) showed that the SMZ of the
Limpopo Belt ha~ positive Bouguer and isostatic anomalies. The CZ was
found to be larg:ely in isostatic equilibrium, The study by Coward and
Palrhead (1980) found that positive Bouguer and isostatle anomalies exist
over the SMZ and NMZ of the Limpopo Belt. They propose that the cause of
the large positive Bouguer anomaly over the marginal zones of the Limpopo
Belt is due to regional isostatic response. Their model is based on the Pratt
mechanism of isostasy, l.e. h)gh..grade granulitic rocks in the upper crust of

II
the Limpopo Belt. in the mod~'l, the Limpopo Belt forms part of the Kaapvaal

"
. Craton which was thrust over the Zin'i.babwe Craton along a broad ductile

shear zone outcropping along the northern edge of ~hje"NM·Z. The ~ranu1ites, .

of both the 5MZ and NMZ form part of the lower crust of the slab of the KC
th~list onto the ZC. The granulites of the 5MZ are uplifted as a result tif a
fault between the CZ and SMZ or a structurally necessary fold above a ramp
connected to the southward dipping shear zone. Their model is shown in
figure 3,2.a.

Emenike (1986) presented a model based on the averages of several north-
south gravity profiles crossing the Limpopo Belt. The averaged profile
showed values over the northern fhink to' be generally higher than those on '
the southern side. Based on the similarities between this profile and those
used by Gibb and Thomas (1976) in modelling structural province boundaries
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in the Canprlian shield, he concluded that the Limpopo ,front gravity low
probably repre§~nts the "boundary between the Kaapvaal Craton and the
Limpopo Be!t. The positive anomaly over .the northern edge would mark the
edge of the younger Limpopo province. The difference in ambient gravity
levels between the north and south is explained using a thicker t denser crust
beneath the Limpopo Belt. ,He assumes a nnrma] continental crustal thickness
of 35 km beneath the Kaapvaal Craton, thickening to bl~tween 39 and 41 km

~. II
beneath the Limpopo Belt. A density contrast dt,250 t(1450 kg/m3 between
the Kaapvaal and Llmpopc provinces, deduced from sJirface rocks, is used.

"I,

However, Kleywegt (1988) in It discussion of the esrllier paper by Bmenlke
(1986) found the density contrasts used were an order of magnitude too large ..

'_\

In an alternative model, the main positive anomaly over the high ..~~radeSMZ·
il

is 'generated by a dense mass of lower crustal rocks which e~iend to the
surface ftom an average depth of 9,5 km, while the large south~tu negative
anOmalY..ts ~tributed. to a thickening of the crust by about I~ km in response
to the rise i~elevation towards the. south.

Gwavava et al, (in prep.) used many new gravity measurements from
Zimbabwe to supplement the existing data set from Botswana, Mozambique
and South Africa in their study of crustal thickness in Zimbabwe and
mechanisms fot crustal thinning. The profiles crossing the i..lmpopo Belt
show that the Bouguer anomaly is fairly flat Over the Zimbabwe (~ratont with
a slight low over the NMZ, rising over the CZ to a r'eak over tI~eNuanetsl-
Sab! lntruslves, In this study, density measurements showed no density
contrast between cratonic and Limpopo Belt rocks. The gravrty high is
therefore attributed to changes in crustal thickness. Their findinl~~sare that
the Zimbabwe Craton .~::s:~~cterised by a horizontal Moho at a d:~\pthof 3,4-
km. The linear guvity low between the southern boundary of the ~~imbabwe
Craton and the NMZ of the Limpopo pelt probably represen(ls crustal
thickening from the belt overthrustlng the craton. The regional gra.yity high

i

associated with the Nuanetsl ..Sab] volcanic rocks Is a result O}0 crusta!
thinning caused by the breakup of Gondwa~ja. As a result of this, the crust

/) iI

thins in a SSE dlreetlon to about 30 km in the CZ oi:Jthe Limpopo BI~Jt.

21
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De Beer and Stettler (in press) mOdellled a gravity profile eoincident with
i .•

the reflection seismic line ..The model shews the more than 400 g.u. isostatic
i

'anomaly over the SMZ of the Limpopo Bielt to be a result of dense 'middJ-:, to
lower crustal material in the upper 10 ~P1 of the crust. The granitoid rocks
of the low ..grade Upper crust dip northv;lard under the high ..grade grsnuUtic
rocks of the SMZ. The model is "hown lin figure 3.2.b"

3.4 MAGNETICS

I'[,

Stettler et al, (1989) extracted an aeromagnetle Pl'oflie from the regional
/)

survey alOtlg the seismic !:eflection line.·A strong low..p~ss filter was applied
to the data and the resultsiiare shown in f!,~ui."e3.3. NUlli/erous high frequency
anomalies in the unfilter~d data arc superimposed on ~Ireglonal field Which

I

s~,rws a laterally extensive magnette low zone coinciding with the position
off/the high~grade rocks Qf the SMZ (Stettler et al., 1989). The regional

, . D

aeromagnetic map of the reglon shows a large number of .higbly oriented
magnetic lineations in the S)MZ, whereas the KC is charact~rised by fewer
lineations having random Qlrientation. Stettler et ~1. (1989) identified u6

" Idomains on the basis of the! lineation directions. llhe Ilneatlons which are
I

responsible for the short wa'tell~ngth anomalies are/due to magnetic dykes ot:'
various ages (Stettler et al., ,iI989). The paraUelisfu of th~ directions within
the Limpopo Belt led the author» to conclude that the dyke direction was
determined by pre-exlstlrig fracture patterns rather than only the stress field
operative at the time of intrusion. EXamination of the data indicates that a
15 a anrtelockwtse rotation of the CZ relative to the SMZ will bring the two
dlrectlons in line with one another. De Beer and Stettler (in press) consider
the greenstone belts on the KC to be of minor importan9,1r with regard to the
present lithospheric structure since the lineation patterns of the domains cut
across the trends of the greenstone belts. When only induced magnetism is
considered, the regional field can be modelled using a three unit crustal
structure (figure 3.3) similar to that indicated by the electrlcal, gtavity and
selsmlc modets, The SMZ unit has a much lower magnetie susceptibility

~}
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than that of the KC or CZ. Grant (1984a, 1984b) attributed the very low
susceptibilities recor'dpd for the high..grade rocks of the Canadian shield to

n the fact that magnetite"ih~~ite solid solutions formed during granu1ite-grade
metamorphism .are accoml>~nied by a marked re~uction in magnetic

. . ~
susceptibility. An alternative rh~.~el would have to include sttong remnant '

','-

magnetism in the SMZ, but this ha~J:)ot been verified in the field.,

\'
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4.· G:RAVITY STUDI~S
_,<,-;r

Gravity data can be used to determine variations in deep erustel str);!:gfur~'
(Free·alr anomaly values) as w";U as locate anomalous values. h~~in8 a

/1

contrasting density to the surrounding -oeks (Bouguer anomaly values).
Gravity data bas been interpreted along two seismic profiles crossing the
Limpopo Belt. The positions of the survey line! are shown in figure 2.1. The
first line follows the road from Pletersburg through Allday! to Pont Drift in.
the north. Gravity data was collected along this line by the Geological Survtil:1
to complement the refI~:ctioll seismic survey ~\Tile second llne running from
Pietersburg to Beit Bridge was part of the Geological Survey's countrywide
project (Smit et al., 1962). \\

Gravity data collected along the reflection seismic line has been modelled
~

'by De Beer and Si:ettler (in press). The resuits\\ are presented '.n chapter 3.
Gravity data values along the line from Pietersburg to Belt Bridge were taken
from the Geologlcal Survey Handbook 3 (Smit et al., 1962). ,The average
statlon spacing was 4 km and the possible error in the relative dlata values is
10 g.u. A rectangular grid of data was computed using a minimum curvature
algorithm (Briggs, 1974). A profile was extracted using the surfae~ integral
algorithm of Barnett U976), and approximately followa a straight line

() between Pietersburg and Belt Bridge wUlt a station>~~pacing pf 3 km.
"<::-,:::>.._ - .,~/~.~_ ~I;..f

Interpretation of field gravity data requires; certain corrections to be made.
The first involves the use of the International GraY( ..;Formula whereby
measured gravity values are reduced to values on a refere.flOe plane, in this
case the geoid, which is the equipotential surface located at sea-level, The
second, the Free-air correction, accounts for file effects of the station
elevation above or below the reference plane. 1he third, the Bouguer
correction, accounts for the effect of the mass located between the station and

"

the reference plane. Bouguer anomaly values are used ~o indicate deViations
of the actual earth density distribution/lirom that of the as;umed model.

2S



The method of modelling follows the method used at the CSIR (Maher et

ci1., 1991).; Free-air anomaly (FAA) vidue~. were modelled since Free-air
anomaly values calculated from the observedgravlty values use the minimum
approxlmatlons and q,~!nections,Also ~.,\~FAA value. on the geold Is.the sante
as that at the station elevation. Therefore there is less confusion as to ~r~~
location of the anomalous denshy dlstrfbutlons if the gravity mode)
inco~porates the topography. However, Free-air anomaly values still contain
some elevation effects. The inc!uUion of an isostatic root at the base of the
crust can result in tthproved modelling results as it may approximate the
regional fi~ld or bring attention, to deviations from the assurnec1 Isostatlc

·1& (~ ·1·'mode lor toe crusta secnor •.

The equation 9Sed to calculate the FAA at the surface of the earth '-is

where ..
gr. == Free-air ~nomaly value
80 :::: observed absolute' gravity acceleration
g, == theoretical gravity value given by the International Gravity Formula
h == station elevation above mean sea level
~g/dr := \fertical grM~Jnt of gravity

The FAA values are then compared with the sum oftni: theoretical grQvi~y
effects from three models ..

Approximation of the actual Bouguer slab.
This is an infinite slab located .between the actual topography and sea
level having a density of 26~O kg/tfi~.
Approximation of the isostatic root.
This is calculated ftom ti~'i;; surf~ce topography u'Sing rhe]

I 't)
Airy;.;Heiskanen hypothesis. 'fife root i:s given a negative' clem:!t;Y"

1/
,.,/'
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c, contrast equal to the c:llfference between the bulk crllst and mantle
densities.
Appr('l.dmatio~ of the density distribution within the earth' s crust.

,,,-\

Densitv '!alues are chosen as contrasts to the Bouguer slab density of

2610 In~;.m3. The blocks may have the surface of the" earth as a
bounu,,:}.

The formula used in calculathig the root is

r == ~~epthof root below compensation depthii . . .
h == J~eight of topography
IJ~== bulk density of crust
p. = mantle density
\

In calculating the root a compensation depth of 30 km was used which gives
an average crustal thickness of 38 'm it yh Jibe KC •..~ verage density

rJ ~':, ":", " ," ,,'. -; '- Ii, ,;: " U

values 'dr' 28\40 kglm:J and 3300 kglm3 wert" !.o .. et...asdepsities of the bulk crust
and mantle respectively.

4.1 THE GRAVITY MODEL

Input- to the gravity modelling programme consists of a data file containing
the surface topography block, the root topography block and any blocks with
anomatous densities within the crust -. Density values used were similar to
those used by Coward and Fa., (ead (1980) and D~ Beer and "~\ettler (1988)

\. ...

I,e. 2930 kg/m~ for the SMZ gr .rnulltes, 2670kgfm~ for rocks in the KC and
CZ and 2550 kg/m3 for the sediments, To avoid edge effects both th~'isurface
and the root blocks are extended to three times the profile length on either
side using 'the first and last elevation values. In areas of fairly constant
elevation this assumptlon wdfk~well. However in HUs case, where the profile

'.'

ended in the Limpopo valley &t a low elevation compared to thnt of the
()
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,Zimbabwe pJateau, true elevation values up. to the Zimbabwe plat~~il had to
be entered to achieve a better approximation.

"
The gravity profile shows a large positive anomaly of 600 g.o .. over the

SMZ. The background value (Jve~the Kaapva~LCraton is l()(t,:§.u. and, ~100
g.u, over the CZ q( the Llmpopo Belt. Two models were produced. In the
first model, the lower baclc~round value at the northern end of the profile can

,.1

be modelled by increasing the thickness of the isostatic relot by between 1 and
i'

3 km below part o_fthe CZ (figure 4. La), which achieves a sligbtly better fit
than the second model where the root was calculated directly from the surface
topography (figure 4.1.b). The other bodies and densities in life two mod'~is
are identical. The positive anomaly over the SMZ is modeUp,~ using a block
having a maximum deptfh~xteJlt of 7 km with a densit)' of 2930 kg/ih' .•The

~ ..... ~
southern e.dge of the block dips northwards while the northern ~e~geis almost
v~,rtical. The Soutpan~berg trough in the southern margiJlal zone is modelled

if
with a depth extent equal to the height of the topography ana a density of
2550 ~g/m3.

()
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5. REFRACTION SEISMIC STUDIES

Refraction seismic studies involve the measurement of arrival times of... _./). . .

refracted waves where the ray path is}~dstly horlzontal. Refraction of waves
occurs across a boundary bet~~il~< two units having different acoustic
prop'erties, or waves mayJ;:;:fe'rit due to the velocity gradient within a rock
unit .. Where the ~.eila(i~i6nbetween source and receiver Isof the order of
hundreds of kilometers, the velocity structure of the upper mantle may also
be Investigated.

Various models have been postulated fof~the vetocityudeptit:' struct6t~ of
,"(" ...., f.\. . ; <'.:." ',:-'."'\

the earth, based on refraction results'; Most models Include an oVc~faU
positive velocity gradient in the crust. The Conrad discontinuity which occurs
in the middle part of the continental C(l,lst is often included as a discontinuity
in the velQlcity~depth function. It marks the transltlon from sialic to more
mafic material, or material whlch is at a higher grade of metamorphism. The
boundary between the crm~t and mantle" the 'MohJ\ i~ gen~raHY shown as
a sharp discontinuity, however in reality it is more likely a comptex
transition zone, involving mineral phase transformation, which may be up to
twelve kilometers thick (Bott, 1971). This may result in a layerpd structure

I. ' "S, ,~,

wlthIayers of>alternating high and low velocity, or a zone h,Ving steep
velo6ity gradi'~\ts. Laboratory tests have shown that seismic ,felocity is a
1,'· \\

function of both pressure and temperature. Seismic velocities increase with
increasing confineng pressure and decrease with iQ:9reasing temperature.
Laboratory tests have shown that the known temJ:1.era~~.lfegradients make it
, possible that velocities decrease with depth. This is B.possible explanation for
!i . . ""

the low 'veio¢ity layers which may exlst In the crust and mantle,

<,j, '=;', (I,
The present Sludy is based on unpublished measurements by R. W .E.

Green, where Witwatersra.nd mine tremors were recorded at 12 stations' along
(,

a line from Pietersburg through Harare to Lusaka during the 1960~s. The
method of data ccllectlon was similar to that used by Gane et al. (:1956). The
data set is rather limited. Only traveltimes of first arrivals were recorded and

:1
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... it).... . ~
these times represent ihe average times of arrival for events over a ral~~e of
distances from the recording station, since source locations and times i1bould
only be approximated. Also the station spacing is large (about 100 km north
of Messlna)' and the profile is unreversed, Therefore the modelled results are
.only an average representatlon of the real subsurface structure. However the
arrival times do provide"Yan absolute time reference for the more detailed
observatlons of Stuart a,fod Zengeni (1~1)-:~'rhe combined data sets are shown

k

in figure 5.1. In the c!urrent data set the source-receiver dlstances-are large.
between 300 and 1000 km, which alJow,~dthe model to extend into the upper
mantle. The results can be used to determine the velocity structure and
crustal thickness of the northern Kaapvaal 'Craton and the Limpopo Belt, and
to investigate ..possible differences in the gross crustal and upper mantle

I.· _j)
-: r-.

structure between the two terranes.

In thls study. ray tracing was used to compute traveltlmes for 2..0 velocity
models and the results were compared with the first arrivals, I'll (waves
travelling in the uppermost mantle) and PiliP (waves' reflected at the Moho).
The programme RAYAMP-PC, written by D. Crossley of the Geophysics
Laboratory ~McGill University was used, It is an interactive microcomputer
version~::(if the program RAVAMP (Spence et al., 1984). The program is
based on asymptotic ray theory and allbws ray tracing and the calculation of
syntheticS through media where the velocity can vary both vertically and
laterally. A model itl constructed by assigning a velocity and a velocity
gradient to all boundari~s. The velocity value is constant along the length of
the boundary and the gradient .Is normal to the boundary. Where the velocity

" i",··

vt~ries latl)raUy t adjacent boundaries of iliffering velocity must be separated
by a v6:rticai Or near ..vertical boundary' with velocity nnd -veloctty i,~'rt\'H,;,t'l~

equal to terld. Two adjacent boundaries with the same velocity htr,t dlftcf~nt
dips must also be separated Ciby a vertlcal boundarr '\./...!!h velocity equal zevo~ .. _ 0
so that the regions where the velocity gradients are different are separated.
Ray tracing is done in groups and fOI' each 'group the initial and the final
angle of depart-ure as well as the ray spacing must be given. In t~is way ray
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groups may be chosen to penetrate selected parts of t~~ crust or mantle.
Synthetics are calculated in either real time or using the'3iven reduction
velocity.

1'hree branches are apparent on the (tav~Jtime data plotted using a
'0,< k

reduction velocity of 8 km/s (figure S.l), The 'branch between ,300 and 450
km has a small do'Wnward dip, indicating a velocity of about 8.1 km/s, which
is interpreted to-represent energy travelling in the uppermost mantle. A
0.6 s offset separates this from the second branch between 475 and 600 km
which has a similar dip to the first branch. The extinction of the first branch
together with the 0.6 S o'ffset is most si~ft~y<axplaine~ using a low velocity
layer in the upper mantle. The travelrlme'branoh observed at offsets of 600 ~
950 km has an apparent velocity of about 8.5 km/s.

,,~-

Data from old Precambrian shield areas typically shows a rather
continuous increase in velocity without low velocity layers or other prominent
fitt,' order discontinuities. The division into upper and lower crust exists, but
the transition is gradational and not as strong-as that found in younger crusts
(Meissner t 1986). The Moho does not generally produce stl'on,J) PInParrivals
in accordance with the more transitional nature of the crust/t6intle boundary
beneath Precambrlan cratons (Jarchow antt Thompson, 1989h This has been \\
shown to be true fo~ the central Kaapvaa] Craton (Durrheim, 1989).

\,

Consequently the first arrivals observed at distances greater than 300 km are
considered to be waves which have penetrated the UPl)er,rp(~tle and have

"

oeen turned by a positive velocity gradient, rather than true headwaves
guided by a velocity discontil\uity at the crust/mantle boundary. Therefore
variations in arrival times need not be explained by variations in Moho

Ci

topography.

" ..... velocity models, ray trace diagrams ~nd synthetic seisrnogranis are
shown in figure 5.2. The models are based on first arrival, P, data 'only. No
PanP (Moho) reflections were do¢'umented, so the crustal thlckness is based
on the previous seismic work of Stuart and Zengeni {~987) an,d Gane et at

'c
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Figur~ 5.2 'Seismic velocit!' models, nly trace diagrams and synthetic reeord
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sections, Seismic ve'l'lcity is given in kmls.' rteduced traveltlmes were
calculated u~ing a reduction velocity of 8 km/s, Models a and bare
identical with the exception of the Moho topography,
... observed travel times, Pb .. Pletersburg, M .. Messina, H .. Harare
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(1956) as well as gravity studies. Crustal models of the Limpopo Belt have C'

been pro.duc~q based on ,.gravity .studies of the positive Bouguer anomaly
which is observed over the SMZ of the belt. Emenike (1986) based his model
on a Pratt-type isostatic mechanism, whereby the crust is slightly thicker and
denser beneath the SMZ. K!eywegt (1988)<,and De Beer and Stettler (in press)
assume ao'Airy-type isostatic mechaelsm whe~eby the crust is thinner beneath
the SMZ and the excess mass is confined to the upper crust. The two
refraction models based on the different isostatic mechanisms are shown in
figures 5.2.a and S.2.b respectively.

The upper crust beneath the craton and the CZ was assigned a velocity of
6.3 krols and the dense granulites in the SMZ, 6.S km/s, A velocity of 6.6 (~
km/s was used for the lower crustal material. These values are within the
range of values determined by Du(rh'ehn (1989) l.e, velocities between 6.0
and 6.3 km/s for the upper crust and 6.S to 6.7 kmls fore the lower crust
within the Kaapvaal Craton. The position of the interface between the upper
and lower crust coutd not be accurately modelled because of the limited' data
set. Therefore a boundary was included at lO km depth to be compatible with

\1
the electrical 8Kd gravity data. An abrupt boundary was used because the data

c

could not f)c used to distinguish between an abrupt or gradational boundary
and Durrheim (198~) reported both abrupt and gradational boundaries
between tipper and lower crust within the central Kaapvaal Craton. This
crustal structure, along with a sub-Moho velocity of 8.07 km/s and a slight
thinning of the crus, northwards, fits tb~ first branch 01'1 the traveltime plot,
The distance travelled through the faster SMZ material is short in relation to
the overall travel path and therefore has no effect on the overall traveltlmes,

t_:

The crust thins from about 39 km beneath Johannesburg to about 35 km
around Messina in association with the decrease in surface elevation.

The exact nature of the 0.6 s delay in traveltlmes between 450 and 475 km
is uncertain. A traveltime delay may be brotl~ht about by either an increase
in crustal thickness or variations in the upper mantle velocity e.g, a low
velocity layer. A thickening of the crust by 8 km would result in a delay of
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0.6 S, however such an abrupt increase in Crustal thlckrtess"seems unlikely
when oth~~' g"~~hysica! evidence is considered. An 8 km increase in crustal
thickness of a, body the size of th;\\CZ wouldresult in a negative anomaly of
around SO.o g.u., whereas the CZ is characterised by a negative anomaly of
only 1.00 g.1.1.In, this case the delay was.modelled by including a low velocity
layer (LVL) between 41, Sand 45 km with a velocity of 8 ..087 kml s at the top
and a negative velocity gradient of .0. .0.03 km/s/km. No constraints, could be
placed on the thickness or velocity at' the LVL and a. thIcker layer With a
smaller reduction in V ...locity would produce a similar delay.

The final branch on the traveltime curve was produced usin:g a velocity of
8.1 km/s, with a gradient of 0 . .0.085km/s/km, with the velocity reaching 8.5
krn/s at a depth of 11.0 km, where the gradient was reduced to .0•.0.02
km/s/km. This is in accordance with the model of Durrhelm (19S9) who
suggested the presence of a slight positive gradient or about .0.01 km/sikm
in the upper mantle. However this structure does not fit the second slightly
dippin'g' branch between 475 and 600 km very well. Therefore a thickening

Ii

of the crust of about 5 km beneath the CZ was introduced. This is broadly
compatible with. the gravity model where the crust was thickened by 1~letween
1 and 3 km to obtain the best fit. ,~

The observations of Stuart and Zengeni (1987) are in general agreement
with the first model involving only a LVL> although short sections of their

1/

profile (offsets of 63.o~68.o km and 730~760 km) show phase velocities of only

7,8 km/s which they attribute to • northward d,iP of the Moho .. ~lS1)~e .0.45
s offset between arrivals on the ZC and Limpopo Belt is attrib4~ed to

~,

anomalous faster material associated wi~h the Buchwa greenstone belt or the
boundary between the ZC and LB; Both effects probably l'eprese~t' local
perturbations of the velocity structure, ~ither in the crust or upper mantle.

,\ ... jVJ, \ \:.,l';;.<". j "
Green and Bloch (19~~J;'1~:~~ott~d"lmiJ~p~-\uY<,~,arlY'isfri~~{Jof Pu waves

'C< , Ii . '.' . 14c • ...• V

between 300 and 500 ~~' n()~\~fi·~fJohannesburg. ;'However , no other seismic
refraction study in SO){t~he~'n~~fd~,,*,h~SnUioe detailed cbservatlons of events

I ' \\g
1/
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cf/t($~i~}ailcesexceeding 320 t(m. so it is unk1()wno wh,ether the LVt layer
beneath the LB and nort~ern KC in the upper mantle exists elsewhere. Bloch,,:
et al. (1969) using multi-mode surface wave dispersion methods, modelled thee,
crustal shear velocity distribution. They fout~d two low velocity channels
beginning at depths of 12 and 24 kID. 'Ihe major increase to mantle velocities
Was found to take place at:~~~km,

The formation of low :velocity layc(:s has been discussed by Meissner
~ 1.:\ I~

(1936). Areas of high heat ft~ have high temperature gradients, which mayo . ,
result in LVL's. Th~se iNL's ~re most al)parem in the crustal shear velocity

. il

distribution. overthrustif which 'occurs in cOlllpresl3_ional zones may result
in high velocity materia16ein~ thrusj over normal velocity material. This may
result in LVL's in the crust andoupper mantle, r~; ;

/~/

'.I/j!S"
. _~;;:l~~:;""

Tpus the refrastion data do not pl'ovi~;:J~lit1fewgeological knowled,~e in\\ ,' ....,'j,. :.: .
so far as separating between. cratonic and upper mantle ¢omposition and
structure in the LimpQPo Belt and adjacent :Kaapvaal Craton. The LVI.,. is
present beneath both the craton and (pelt, Indlcating that either it is controlled
,. il

by recent conditions 0"',was u:naffecte,d by the 'r'iJU1tQPoorogeny.~ .,~,,_

.0

o
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~.1 DATA PROCESSING i

;

'l;,e 218 km long Lin'lpi')pO profile ,\;vas shot for the South African

tJeological Survey and the National Geophysics Programme by Rockplan (Pty)

Ltd of South Africa in 1987. The acquisitton parameters are listed in table

6.1. The profile was recorded from just south of Pont Drift in the Central
Zone, across the Souther~,Marginal Zone, e'nding south.ofPl,etersburg on the
Kaapvaal Craton,

This study involved the reprocessing of th';' data as well as migration for
the first time?The field source anci'tecording parameters (number and power

\ " . ".". .. ...." .. .. _ _ _ _ _ . _- __ __ _ :l,~_ ___- _ __" //:::::::::::,of vIt 'raters, number and length of sweeps, station interval, fold of cove~·;ige),,< .
were somewhat tess than that usually used by .othet deep seismic Jenlction \~\

! .' \1
programmes ,,<.tch as COC;.otU\ DE,KORP and BeORS. The'fr.{fore much "~.,~
attention was given to the editing of :?oisy traces, definition of eMP bins and

weighting of the stack during the reprocesslng. Careful attention filS also
given to the estimation of residual statics in order to improve the eontlnutty

of the data.

In general the data from the Llmpopo-Itne is characterised by poor signal
to noise ratio. The nature of the noise also varles considerably from or.;' shot
record to another. Therefore in the processing sequence, there is no one
process which is the key to a final good seetlon. Rathel it is the correct

application of all processes.

Parameter terts were run on a .sample section of the data in order to
determine the overall processing sequence and the parameters to use. The
processing sf1:f.i,uencefollowed is shown in figure 6.1 and the parameters used
in cf~ch :)f the processors in table 6.2. A sample field!'.,file is shown in figure

.r

6.2 where each panel shows a further step. in the processing sequence.
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Table 6.1: Acquisition parameters for the Limpopo reflection seismic
prof He.

Geophone stat;t;tn interval:
'; C '"I

c:

Geophone pattern:
()

Vibrator station interval:
(.

(.)

c!

o

Spread geometry:

(/;.
I.r'

Four rows of six geophones per' seatlon
forming: two parallel rows of twelve

('\.

geophones with a 4.5 JU separation betweeno .,
geopl'U)nt~iitJ1 2.25 In stagger between rows,

!_' 0

and a 0.25 m lateral separation. "

IJ

Four vibrators in ..line, 20 Il1 pad sepllration
'and,5 m move-up after eaer sweep. Centre

,)

of gravity of pattern eq~ldl$tant b~tween
the two adjacent geophene stations.

\-1

SW~~5lYibratio.,n point: 10

.Sweep frequency: ,

((Sweep length:'
II

Listening time:

Multiplicity:

o

15-63 Hz
()

c:
t9.s

4 ms \)

\\12 fold (j
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Table 6.2. Processing parameters for the Limpopo reflection seismic profile

/'-,

The processing w€ls carried out using tQc SiertaSeis seismic processing

package at the Genmin Geophysics Data Processing centre in Springs.

Gain recevery
Spherical divergence with a velocity of 6000 m/s.

Exponential gain of to dB/s from 4~1500 ms,
Trace-to-trace equalisation using a sliding 1000 ins window over the whole

Q' 0
trace. If

Geometry

Crooked line geometry with a bin:,lwidth of '150 metres.
Field and elevation statics applied to move data to a 800 m datum using a

I>datum velocity of 5700 m/s.

}ilK filter

20-~O Hz ll! the aHas wave number I fan filter with a linear t~pel"»of 5
samples,

Sort
Sort into eMP gath.~fS/)sing a 2$ mbin size.

o

Deconv~lution

Predictive deconvolution with a 240 ms operator length, 24 ms gap an.. 3%
" ' "

pre-whitening was ,applied to all the ~ata. ()

"NMO correction
"

i:Final stacking ,yelocities ueed are listed in Appendix A.

(,

ii
'\
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1't\bte 6.2 !l(cont,inued)

Initial nnlte
Initial m~,~~ us~d ar.e listed in Appen~Ux'JP' c

A taper ~ rna ~as ~sed. o

Residual st.tltics
Residuals statics were calculated using a window between '00 ms and 4500
rna with a correlation length output of 80 MS. Residual values were picked
..from thebmaximu!l1 peak ·of the correlation output.

Stack
A ROOTN stack was used where normalisation was by the-square root of the

I)

fold.

Tim~ variant ri'equl~ncyrilt~ring
15-65 Hz at 1:000 rna
15..60 Hz at 2000 ms

"
lS-SlVHz at 4000 ms
Slopes used were 80 dB/oceave 6n the low side and 120 dB/octave on the high
side,
o

Migration
:"

FK migration using 80% of the smoothed stacking velocities.

Display
Trace amplitudes were scaled using a 1000 ms window and 60% application.
Data values were pispJayed using all exponenilal power' of 2.5.

41
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DEMULTIPLEXf-Gain recovery tests

GAIN RECOVERY
EDITING
·,GEOMETRY AJ!PLICATION

P:l'K Filter testa

PK FILTER.

~D.conVQIUtlQn tests,

DECONVOLUTION, I
CDP GATHE~\ "

Velocity analysis

~MO
<s I -:r--Mute tests i

•MUTE

\' ~eSldUal!~l!l!jCS estimations

RESIDUAL STATICS APPLICATION
I

STACK

(_J
Filter tests

POST STACK FILTER
SCALING
'II IrlVligration tests

MIGRATION

FIgure 6.1 Processing sequence for the Limpopo seismic line.
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Figure 6.2 "A sample, processed field file. Each panel shows a further step
"

in the p{'?cejti~~ sequence.
1. ~~(s'Sin&. ,,2. Field statics applied. 3. Galn cerrectlons
app'ued. 4. FK filtered. ,5. After deconvolution. 6. Time yuiant
{Jlter applied; 7. NMO corrections a~plied. 8. Front-end mute,~ . . ."

.applied. 9. Post stack scaling.
))
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DATA~DITING

Data editing ientov~s r~cords, traces or parts of traces containing no
\;\P~eful signal. Data ~~diting must .~e done ~arly Inthe i: _~....,$i1tg sequence
(l~~~~edl~teIYafter g;tn recovery) so that futore processes. are not affe~!ed by
baJ\~~oOrd"l or traces. Further editing can be ~arried out th~~')ughout the
pr()ce~ntl.)

~ 0

'""'\~.. \.. ' ". ... ..
Tht firsf~tep in the data processins sequence was to examine all the shot

records, With~:J,~in correction applied, for editina purposes. A s~l~ttion of
raw field files ari;~\own in figure 6.3. Figure ~'.4shows field fUes after gain

s. ;_ '; ., _ " \\~.\,., '::1 _ _ _ () _ " _ _ _ _ . , _ _ _ _ y, _ _ _,' _ _ (]
corrections have bee~happlied. l'he raw field (HeB are do~'inated by high

'''. /<ii::&iihWtude refracthlns'ilttbe first second; The ~loeity of tw.~ refractions ($
~.":":::;c::-;::;:"'-- , ,,' ' , ' " ' '1\", , ;', _ ' . "~'::_:'

approximately 6000 m/s, '~ttlval times for the f"eftactions are variable due
to variations 'in travel~me )h:~:~U~hthe overburden since static corrections
have not been appU6d. A'low vewelty airwave with an approximate velocity
, ~
of 330 m/s is \'isible on .field file $}~.a.from trace SS beginning at 2500 UlS.

AIGO visible <6n the raw \i :l'~ldre':d~'~re b-aces domintted by 50 Ht noise'\ ' ;,:. (\ '-....--

from powerllnes .. iUe S98 trace 39, noise bursts on near traces and high
! i

.amplitude spikes .. fH~ 875 tr~i'ct . l. and 71. Tile signal to noise ratio on
trM:es w~~hgain corrections appUedls low, 'the Same noise problems are still
apparent Le. nelee bursts on near traces between '1 and 9 s .. file 750 traces
46 to 56, SO Hz powerttne slgna], high amplitude spikes and groun\iroH.

Field records .c·ceJr·,istingentirely of noise were discarded from the
i.'.i . ",

processing sequence, Mono ..fl'equency signal, in this case 'SO Hz noise
resulting from powerllnes was removed before stacking using a notch filter.
The frequency spectrum of a trace dominated by' SO Hz noise. before and
after the application of a notch filter, is shown in figure 6.5. Spikes were
removed using an autoedit routine where an entire trace was di~~~a...~ed if the
amplitude within a moving time window exceeded a value calculated from-the
adjacent 4 traces w?'~lin the same window. Noise bursts on the near traces
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Figure 6.5 Frequency spectrum and amplitude. plots, (a) before and (b) after
application of a 50 Hz notch filter.
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were mote difficult to remove since they did not occur Oil all field records,
and where they did occur, signal was nlSo present on the traces, Also the
frequency content of the noise was in the same range as the signal, so it
could not be removed bY.fUterJng (f.i~ure 6.6). ()~the amplitude/time plOl,
the high amplitude noise is seen between 7 and. to s. However, it i:J not
distingujnhable on the frequency spectrum plot. The same trace with 8.fUter

applied i). seen in figure 6.6.b and although the amplitude of the noise is
slightly reduced and the low frequency content of the trace bas been reduced,
the noise is still there, Therefore a surgical mute w~s applied to selected
records where high, amplitude noise b~rsts were a problem. A surgical mute
can be used to zero samples in a selected time and offset range. Alternatively
a percentage Qscaling processor can be used to reduce amplitudes by a glven
pfircentage. In this way tracea 44 t~ 56 over times 6 to ,10 s were zeroed on
the selected field records. However, when a stacked sectlon with the surgical
mute appH~d was I:~mpar(~dto one with no surgical mute, there was no
obvious difference:' 'ltlletefore ;t· appears that nolse bursts are eliminated
during the stacking iprOCeS!;.

Removal of high amplitude ;'refractions visible in .~he first If)s on the
l'ecor~)~)wil'l bl;')discussed later in the section on PK, filtering.

<J ~ I

';':""\;.~-::

'\"
;~, "',"'-GAIN R'iiCOVERY

'Ii, ' "\1
Ga~n recovery, whereby the ampl'hudes of deep events are boosted, is

achieved using time "ariant'l{Caling funcrlons, These processes are aptned to
correct for the dec~IY of seismic energy with depth penetranon and the
resulting loss in arr~plitu1ewith time.
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Figure 6.6 Frequency spectrum and amplitude plots ot~'a trace dominated by

a high amplitude noise blast between 7 and 10 s (a) before and (b)

after the appHr.ation"of a time variam filter.
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Considerin. th(f seismic ef\~rgy scurce 2!l a point source generating a
spherlca] wave fleld, two et ..~,ch~dl£leto propagation through the earth are
apparent, namely

a decay in enetgy amplitude with depth

a change in frequ.nv content with depth

"I,

The four .main factors contributing to the decay of seismic energy withe;;;'
time/(or depth) are ..

S,,;attering and reflection ilt every dlseontlnulty, "",here the
amourli transmitted can be approxlmated by the factq,r

r == average reflect! " ,coefficient
b == number of reflections between {-land

;. . . i'

"\ j",.,. I'

Sphe~t¢aa>'diver,gence,. which is the loss in energy lier
Itolume due to the expansion of the wavelet witH( ti~e.
decay factor is approxlaiated by .lit.

i;_":!

unit
The

Attenuation loss which is the loss of energy due to fricti~r and
is proportional to

a is a constant
f ;::;Jrequt;ncy

(\
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Amplitude distoztlcn due to frequency loss which is. caused by. .

o

dispersion, lntetnal reflecti'.lfls· and destruetjve interference.
High . fl'eque,ncies are more rapidly. abst1bed than 'low

u

frequencies, sa spherlca] divergence co.rr~c:Honsdo not restore
"amplttudes of bigh frequencies as mach as those of low

frequencies. The amplitude spectrum 'can be broadened using
spectra! whitening or deccnvclutlen.

AU the above effects have nearly'the same decay curve. In a hemcgenous
mediutn~ wavefronts emanating from n point source are spherical with

,I,

amplitudes proportional to lit, but with velocity variations,. refraction effe6~$
result in ~ wavefront wbieh is no longer spbbrical.

Th~relore itt ;:. layered earth the amplitude decay is approximated by

1

t == two way tic I\e
v(t) == RMS velocity of the "priq~ary retlectlona

Compensation for geol)1etrie spreading is achieved b{iapplying :i time
v~ryil'ig scalar computet) and applied to every' sample of the trace using the
formala

t == time in seconds
v(t) =i. RMS velocity at time t
y(O) e. RMS velocity at time 0

II
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After a spec~fied time, a constant scalar may 'be applied to the rest of th~
b. " .." ..,J

?ata. This\~hne hi estimated to be the time 'Of the last meaningfu.) amplitude'
i) _, . .,

data vfslble on a raw f~eld record. ll
"

Amplitudes also vary with recording distance away from the enetgy ..
source. 1'herefore a trace balancing processor is applied to balance
aptplitudes between traces in a flldd record &0 that all traces have the same~(
averaae arn~Utude. This is necessary for P..K filtering.

• . .. I)

Amplitude analysis of a field ~ecord afte.f ~Orrection 'for spherical
divergence and amplitude balancing between traces still shows a decrease in
amplitude with time. The finaJ process in gain recovery is an exponential
gain function given by

T ~ time
t 1:= start time of gain application
t:;: == exponent in decibels per second

Values fer the stat't tim~ (before which no gain is applied to the samples),
and an end time (after which a constant gain is applied), and the exponent are
de.t~rmlned, from amplitude decay curves of field records, The amplitude
variation with ~irne a.fter spherleal divergence, amplitude balancing and

'i

e::tpotlEmtial correction is nea~lyflat, However, amplitude recovery was done
en ,n,oise as well as Signal, s~ noi~¢. amplitudes have been "boosted as well.

~. ..,

Ma:dmum and average amplit\\de decay curves before and aftergain recovery
for dlfferr<:nt traces within a field record are shown in figures 6.7 (a-c),
Where the amplitude range at anyone time is small (near or far traces only),
the average and maximum amplitude curves overlap. ,e,.mplitudes ate Mghest
01\ near traces so the decay in amplitude with time is large (figure 6)7 .a), O~
far traces amplitudes are low and so is the, decay in amplitude with time
(figure .6.7. b). 10. order not to bias the data toward either near or far traces
a gair~ function was selected from the decay curve of mnpUtudes averaged
from all traces within a record (figure 6.7 .c),
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FIELD STATICS AND GEOMETRY
G

The effect .~f applying static corrections is to remove the apparent
negative correlation between subsurface structure and the ground surface.
elevation (figure 6..8.a) i.e. long wavelength static variations (YJ~maz, 1981)1
as well as to remove the effect of weathered layers~, w~ere the statili,\

\)

correction shows no correlation with elevation (figure 6. S.c). Each. trace in
a eMP gather has its source and receiver located at different elevations
resulting in a misalignment !:,'f reflections. Therefore before stacking a 0

\j"

g.enmetd¢ correct~i~.lis applied to place all so~rce and receivers on the same~ . ~
horizontal plane. This is effectively .8 timeshift where the entire trace is!
shifted up or down depending on the posltlon of the datum plane relative to
the shot up!! receiver planes. This correction has two components

-/

elevation static calculated from elevation differences
weathering static calculated from the thickness of the
weathering layers

Source and receiver elevations within a eMP gath~r should not differ by
>, -,(!"

more than ....100 m from tile datum elevation, otherwise a floating datum
'i i - - (i'"

should be used first, to prevent distortion(~)of subsurface velocities (SSL
course notes). The weathering layer static is calculated from a lowveloclty
"layer l'efractiol,) survey carried out in the field ~"

I)

The purpose-of setting up the' line geom~try is to define the followlng»
V . "

tbe vibrator .poitlt elevations, eoordinates a.,.d offsets
geophone elevations, 'coordinate:!; and offset$
the datum velocity and elevation
parameters used in calculating the eMF line
spt'eaO' fer each vibrator point j)

d
I

,\

" If
/)
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Since the elevation differences Within a eMP gather, were smaU~ and
therefore $0 were the static corrections, data was correctedfrom the .s~rfMe
to a.constant 8Q9 m datum rather than going through an int~rmediate floating
datum. The elevation static correction applied to all the traces moved them
to an ~mom datum using a velocity of 5700 mls calculated from the first
breaics,'! from the 'low velocity, layer survey. The shot elevation static

!\ .. . j?

forte.~~ion was calculated as follows - (I

Field calculated weathedng statics were also applied to remove the effe~,ts
of variable thickness and velocity within the weathering, layers.

"

The CMP line was calculated using wavy line processing and a bin size
oJ 2S m, There flare several bends along "the Hne involving changes in the
.direction of the line of up to qo. One of these is shown In figure fIl,9 where:
the position of. the eMP Iine and ..the midpoint locations of each trace are
shown. All traces occurring withh{three bin widths were included (one bin
width equalled 150 m). A test stack plot around a bend wh~re trac~s had a
wide scatter showed no difference at late times whether traces In one or three
bin Widths were included (figure 6.10). However hiere is a loss of data in' tQ~
first 500 ms whenonly including traces within one bin width, therefore iIl,'tbe
final stack all traces were included. I~

Ii
I,
if
ii
~)
Ii

FK FILTERING

FK filtbring is a kind of dip filtering since events that dip in toe t-x
domain can be separated in the IFK domain. It is effective in r,~moving str';:\~'l1i

:~
coherent linear noise trains and refractions. Removal of this energy is
important before applying data dependent processes such as deconvolution.
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c

velocity analysis and residual statics (Seismograph Services course notes).
,I,

.Filtering "in the freq\t~ncy ..wavenumber domain is usefq,1 for separating
dipping events that cross in the time-distance domain I.e, refractlens and
grol.lndroU (Sierra Geophysit;s,; 1988). ,

" II
I~~

The f'K coordinates of the filter are calculated by.. r-
.,!

where K :;::normalised wave number
P :;:: frequency in Hz

,:0

V ;: noise velocity in mls

(i

In 'general true reflectors are l)coneentrnted around the frequency axis in
the PR: 4om~,in. The FK filter works by ~er(' lng all. energy in a selected zone
in the ':oK plane and then transforming back, to the t-x plane. Points'

I

considered when applyirng the FK filter were ..

The zone to be removed must not be too..broad
\\

otherwise signal Is removed as well.
The boundaries of the filter zone) It\ust be tapered.
Spatial aliasing occurs When the wavenumber exceeds the
Nyquist wavenumber equal to 0.5 times the tta/be Interval,
Strong FK filtering can, cause smearing of retlectors.

A field record in the FI{ domain before and after F.K.filtering is shown in
figure (5.11, where the position of the refractions (w~th a velocity of .....6000
m/s) is clearly visible. A ran~e of FK filter values and taper values were
tested from which the final values given ir.\ table 6.2 were chosen. Parameters~ .' - .. . ~:[.,

were chosen to pass all signal rather than suppress all notse, D
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DECONVOLUTION

Deconvolution is a procese applied to seiamic data to improve temporal'
resolution and ..remove multiples. This is achieved by reshaping th~ wave

; . .

fqrm by removing th~ unwanted pedtdic parts and comp.ressing the basic
. (';

Se1s(il~icwavelet. It also equalises the frequency content of,'t_he data.

Basic deconvolution theory b based on several auumptions .. (Yihna~~
1~87)"
i!

The earth Is made up of horizontal layers of constant
velocity.

.:.
The source 4tenerates a compressional plane wave tflat
impinges on !ay~r boundatJcl! at n~rmal incidt.RlZe $0 .that no
shear waves are generated.
The scuree-wave form i~stationary l.e, it doe~ not change wlth

;:.'

.. the sel$mi~ wavelet Js minimum phase and therefore so is. its" c)

inverse.
Earth refleq,tivity is random, therefore the' $eismic trace bas
seismic wavelet characteri.stic$ since their autocorrelatlons and

"

amplitude spectra are similar. Therefore the. a\,Jtocorrf.~ation of
the wavelet can be estimated by computing the autocorrelatton
of a portion (If the trace.

A vlbrosels generated se!srniq, trace can be modelled as

x(t) == sO) * w(t) * e(t)

x(t) =: recorded seismic trace
$(tJ"':= sweep signal
w(t) := seismic wavelet
e(t) = earth's impulse response I)
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n ~

Tlte basic assumptions of a minimum phase wavelet and ,3 stationary
czxc:z,

source wavelet are violated for VJbroseis ,data. The problem of non ..
stationarity t due to 'waveftc~>nt(·dive(gence and frequency attenuation with,
"time, is partially corrected for by applyinJ a geometric spreading function,
but frequency attenuation ,remains a problem so that spectral ,flattening is,;
more effective .in the shallow part of the record tllan in the deeper part. 0

There are two basiq) types of deconvolution. spiking and predictive.
Spiking deconvclutlon st1ives to reduce the seismic wavelet to a spike

{i ,J

whereas in predictive deconvolution the initial part of the ,seismic wnvelet~
defined by the pl'e4~ction lag, is retained. Both methods of deconvolution
level the amplitudes of ail frequencie{J in the: spectrum (figur~ 6.12).

<, ,_.

However, tbi{ is not always desirable since signal frequencies are
•.1 "'::'~. (; .. "

concentratedcip the lower p~lrtof the spectrum, After deconvelutlon the noise
at tbe"upper end !s r~lsed so the signal to noise ratio Is decreased. This can
be imprcoved by post deconvolution filtering.

Th,ree main ~\:arameters are necessary when applying deconvolution. These
are 8~,netaUy chosen visua,Jly by keeping two constant and varying (~het~~rd.

Ii ..

L' The riarameters are ..
(~

(3) operator dength
~~" (b}"predictioO,t!ag and

(c) percentag~l\pte~whitenrhg.

i~",

(a) Qperator length "I) \

The-$perator I~rtgth is select~d from ~he autocorre1a;!ion of the unknown
wavelet. Assuming a station.ary wavelet and an infinite random, reflec~{oll

(\ '

series, this is the same as the autocorrelation of the seismic trace. The
autocorrelation of the wavelet is estlmated from the autoeorrelatlon of a

i\
portion of the seismic trace. The part of the trace chosen should be at least
8 times, the predictive lag and contain good reflections. For suppressing
reverberations the oper§ltor length must be greater than the period of

(1
j
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i' ...r-" ··0\\ ",

repetition and for compressing. t~e wave form it 'should b:.e:~~tleast two zero,
1\

crossings of the a~ltoc(lrrelatioq. \
o

(b) Prediction iag
"

SpikIng deconvolution is achieved using II predictio~~ lag equal" tlO the
II' •

. sampling rate •.Using a ~rediction lag greater than the sai~pling rate yi.elds a
wavelet of finite length.lncreaaing the prediction tag. },imits the frequCHltcy
bandwidth of the-outpu; spectra as well as decreasing J·~~.olution. Ideally it
should be one or two zero crossings of the autocorre~~;tion of the :i6j£~nic
wavelet, because jf I081ger" it uni'its tile low frequency ~ilndof the .spectrum
as well as the higH frequency end,

II

ii
II

(c) Pe~entage pre-whitenipg ii
II~hl.~}no.ise is ,!ldded t9 ~he speptraj;to ensure .stllbi1it)t li1!n the matrix is

irl,,, ,_ted 10 t,~e time domaln for the a'3tocorrelatlon. In the' frequency d~main
this, is th~ equivalent of adding a constant to each freql-enC~ so dlvlslon by
zero does~not~(lctur. 'I\'1eeffe:ct-of inoreasing ~he percentage pre ..whitenitlg
is similar to increasing the prediction h\g i.e, the frequency spectrum
becomes less broad band" with increased pre-whitening. Therefore it is
preferable to vary predictlon tug, and use only a small percentage pre ..
whitening to ensure m\:trix stability.

(.,

In figure 6.12 it can be seen from the frequency spectrum plot that after
deconvolutlon the amplitude of all frequencies has been raised. In the
amplitude/time' plot, the wavelet ~t 1700 ms can be seen to have been

(I

sharpened after deconvolution"

NORMAL MOVEOUT CORRECTION AND MUTING

The traveltime curve as a/junction of offset 'rnr horizontal constant
/'{

velocity layers approximates «hyperbola. The time difference between offsets
(j

is known as normal moveout (NMO).. Before NMO correction, reflections in
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a CMrfiather are mlsallgned because each trace has a different shot:r~ceivelr'
distance. These reflections must be correctly aligned before stacking.
the general form of the NMO correction equatlon is -

- .. . t) .."

o

" ,,'''\

T)t is the tiI!!le at off:tet X

To is the time at zero offset
~ hi the Offm' of the trace
V is the RtdS velocity at time T

-,

H

The velocity used is r.eferred to as the RMS velocity, but is realty the
velocity which gives the best data correction and stack. and dOes not
necessarily have a precise'physlc;al meaning. Ttl~ velocIties usedIn the 'NWlO

l\ -, ~.-

equation are chosen from separate analyses. performed at regular intervals
along the line. Velocity analyses were performed using a multi ..velocity stack
processor where repeated stacks of the same 40 eMF's are displayed using
a range of stacki~g velocities varying from 4000 to 8000 m/s. From the
display, time-velocity pairs at~chosen which give the best stack I.e, high
amplitude, sharply resolved retlectcrs, Velocity analyses were done at 5 km
intervals and at 2 km intervals in areas of complex structure and good data.
A sample velocity analysis plot is shown in figure 6,13 with the velocity

"picks shown. Finally a velocity contour plot was produced to check whether
the \felo~ity ..time functions chosen were reasonable.

The NMO correction is an upward shift of the trace which decreases with
increasing time. This results in data stretching which is most severe ..at
shallow times and large shot-receiver offsets. This distortion of the data is
removed using a fr'ont"end mute. A front-end mute zeroes the shallow data on
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Q

".,_\.. ... ... . . ,_.,: "'.,',,,' ',', o. >, ,,\ieach trace in a selected time wlndow whlch varie~ with offser, In tltis way
refracticms can be excluded as well as' stretchJ;produee~ by the NMO
correction. The end of the mut,e zone is taper.ec;l'lota the· data zone to

':?minimise edge effects that would be produced by a .$~~~f) c~toff .: ,
-:'>

o J...I

o . ,\

The mute function is chose,!\by displaying a selection of eMP data stacked
~:\

from single fold through ,fun fo!d. Then the offsets"c8h be j&entifirrd at which
stretching becomes apparent. An example of a m~te test is shqwn in figure

Ii
6.14" The first panel blcludes traces with offsets up to 325 m; OJ}the second
panel traces with offsets 175 to 525 m are summed etc. t until the last vanel~ ." ." .,

-'/

which is the sum of all traces with offsets 175 to 2525 m, ~t,tetchl~g becomes
"-~

apparent in the first 100 ms at offsets greater' than 525,m. The re!l6ct)Nl at
y )

170 ms beco~es .indlstinct at offsets greater than 12~tn so offsets greater
."" H

than this.were zeroed at times less than 170 ms. SimU~rly th¢ reflector !;It .420
. 0

t11S detertorates at o'ffsets greater than 1725 m, By 100"ras all offsets
contrif~l.lte~Jneaningful data))so muting ceased after 700 ms in .thi$·instance.\~ .' .•. .. .

, 0
.--.-....c~.~ ."" __ •.__;_.;.'c...-+_.,.r. •... ,'__ .,_. __ .__.• C-._ .• _ •. ,. __ .._.-- _.__

- '-'--"--'-~,___" ,------- .,---~---.-~~'---'-__ .,,_-_ --._,..-_ _._._ ,.,"

o .

Mqte tests were done at 1000 eMP intervals for the Limpo"po ij~ta set.
T~Q severity! of the mute applied depends oR the signal to nnlse ~tio. Where
this Is poor it is preferable to let some of the stretch zoneIn to maximise the

i,' . .' . ,~- .:, .' .... n t~,

data, since a filter wHl remove the low frequency stretch. After muHng traces
. . 'cl

at long.offsets and shall!J)'Wdepth», the fold ('3f stack varies down the.,reG;or~~
A truce amplitude balanCing operator is ,~pplied to correct ,~or"'variatio~s in ..

,', amplitude caused by variations in fold down the. record.

(,

RESIDUAL STATICS

Re~,iduat' statics are the time variations remaining in the data due to near
surface irregularities not accounted for by the weathering layet(s) and
elevation statics. The Limpopo line i;s characterlsed by short. discontinuous
reflections. Therefore it was hoped that careful calculation and application
of residual statics Would improve the continuity of the data. With this aim in

o
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mind, nu'mercui(f'different "parameters values and combillsti.ons were tested.
'\" i . 'The results, hdw'ever were d~sstpointing.

(:

The calculation of residual static corrections is performed in three parts ...

r:;

(a) picking non-surface consistent residuals
(b) decomposition of these values into source, receive;r, residual NMO arid

eMP components
'(c) application of residuals

\
(a) Picking' non-surface e()nsi\~'h~ntresiduGals
The picking of these statics is entirely automatic. A reference stacked section
is produced using the be~t current parameters. Then, each trace in a eMF

'\; ;;

(,i

gather is correlated with the correspoJ{G:l~'3pilo,~trace in the refere~ce section"
to determine a time shUt for each trace. Parameters involved in the
estimation are ..

"
(i) normalisation of the amplitudes of the input trace
(H) correlation window, position and length
(iii) correlation length output (maximum static)
(iv) basis of cross ..correlation pick i.e .. maximum peak or peak closest to

zero Jag

(i) Nermallsarlon of amplitudes
',.I , '

Cross ..correlatiohs were calculated USing true amplitudes.

(ii) Correlation window"
The choice of correlation window is important where the signal to noise ratio
is poor. Tests were done using different lengths and positions for the

')

window. Ideally the window should begin below the mute zone and be long
enough to include sufficient worthwhile data. The position of the window ~ay
be varied to include a strong reflection and follow structure.
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o

Th~ 'length o~;:the ct6~s~conelatio? output limits the value for the maximum
allowable static, EMit., \1,be value should be small enoygb ko that cycle skips

',- , , (',

do not occur, T.his is moee important where 'I long correaati()n window h~
used. It should also btflarge enough to be able<~ocorrect for th~~~~umof ~hot,
-v: ' " ' , '1/" ',' ',,,~,:,, ,

,JJ\tsY.elver; NMO and eMP statics.

(Iv) Pick point
Tests"Were qpne using the maximum peale and the pealcclosesfto zero, lag.

!,':. ,-,:---~, ":", <:-:;,.,-~,-::-,:,---., -:,,:.:;~,:-,;,: .7',~,'~;:' .

Th.ere wa~·.ng_apparent ({ifference in t~~ quality of the' stack:-

Several tests were dune us~ng different combinations of" the allOV!!,
",i'\ ,/ ,) ,-, " ~

parameters. There seemed to be I£/real difference betWeen the resultant
\1 ' , ' -- ,', ' \)

stacks, indicating that either the signal to noise ratio Of the data wat:!.oo poor
or the residuals program used was ".ot optimum for th,Ydata. Figure. 6.15
shows the same .staek with and .without the appHcation<iof residuals.
"R~fIectJons A (1200 ms) and B (1250 ms) have heen enhanced :',Y, the
application of residuals, as has 'tbe quality of reflections in the frr,st'Yooo ms,
however the quai~W of re£!ectfons C (2250 ms) and D (4500, ms) has
deter(torated. This nl~S:trates the di.tficulty in"choosing parameters fo~ picking,~ . . . . . -- . ,:::~:~'e::::::~:~I:~aO~:~!:::::::;d:J!d~!lt~:~;,:~::~d::~:
which included most of the good quality data, but began below the mute zone~ .
(500 IDS), C

(b) Decomposition into h'.til~idual.components

The non-,8,urfaceconsistent residuals are decomposed into shot static, re(~iver
static, eMP static and NMO static and an ersor term using the Jeas.t s~uares
method. An iterative procedure is used to solve for the individual

,\ . .. . . . .. --components. The number of iterations was chosen to be 15 and the source and
teceiver components were cal~uhl.ted separately.
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(c) Appli~ati()n of ~tatics
A sUngle pass of statics was applied 'to the traces, The quality of the velocity
~na)yses depend on the quality of the statles, Removal of residual statics
improves the quality of the velocity analyses f' bat good data are reqU'ired to
produce .gopd t,esidual estlmanons. Tb~refcre the estimation of residuals anl~

velocity an.alyses 1$ an iterath,('j process. Where data quality is poor p as is the
case with tho Limpopo data, further iterations did not make much

r;

Improvement, Therefofe residlJal statics were only calculated once, but two
runs of velocj,ty aualys~$ were done.

STACK!NG

Common mfdpoint (eMP) stacking, where traces which have a common
midpoint between source and recei¥er iocatlOJ0Sate combined after correctlng
for normal n;Aoveout, is the most effective method of impro.ving the signal to
noise ratio of seismic data. The .effectlvenesa of the. CMP stack depends on

,()

having approxifnately flat lying reflectors, since smeartng occurs if reflection
,"!_)

surfaces depart sIgnificantly from the h.orizo"~t~!:~be st~cked se:tion is also ,(.1

degraded by uear-aurtace complexities wh~t(-generate restdual, static;1
problems •.,Goleby et al, (1990) used various stacking 'techniques to emphasise
differen~ attributes (.lithe data. Following their example a test section of tff~
Limpopo Ilne was stacked uSi¥lg a variety of stacking techniques, htchlding

normal CMP stacking using different normalising scalar values and a median
stack. (Sl

I~

.;')

Median Stacking

In the median stacking routine, the central population of the data is
'-_:

~~~""~t~~e'~.:Jso completely removing portions ltit a trace or an entire trace where i'

the a;~~Ht\.'d;"S\r'ary significantly from the. rest of the amplitudes QfJhe same
CMP gather, In this way it can be used to ellmJnate high amplitude noise
from a stacked seismic section. The user chooses the percentage of the

14



r . ,',

"maxlmum fold to use in the stack";::lhe final lold of th~ stac~ is reduced, and
the improvement in the d~ta quality was not great. po:hibly due to extensive
ec!iting earli~r in th,e pro~cening sequence. Also the normalisatlon of
amplitudes aftet stacking was not always effective resulting; in an unbalapced"
section" so this processor was not ~s~d to prod~e>the fhlla) $~ction. /(

,) '",< !OJ ~~.;;~,

ff
"Conventional Stackins

S.Jlmples fqr all ti'3ces in a CM~ gattiet u~e summed ~t each sample
t: I

position. In Older to restore the, correct amplitude to the trace aft~r
summation, especially In the mute zone, each samplel is normalised by a
seatac. The value of the scalar is calcula'ieu as il~the l,tUm~t of Ilve traces
at the sample position.~ raised to a pOWer p, where p hi less,"tlian or eqbal to
1. In areas of good signal a value nf Pir 1 can be used. JBut ;\nareas whl'.lre the

/__j .• ')

Signal to noise ratio is low, a 'Value"of p=O.5 or less sJ,lo,lddb\~ used, For the
t~st section the''Signal to nolse ratio was -lcw so a Vahle c,€ 0.5 was used. AJ
stacked section using p == 1 is damionated by high freq~ency nolse. Two nth (>

"rcot stacking routines were tested- i?

i~.OOTNwheje the nGrmalisilrlg scafa'r ~t each sample WL~'$n-os .
rx \_y

RTWON ~tack calculated the normalisin& scalar by (2n~1)·O.5.
(;

Goleby et al, (1990) reported a decrease in backgroutfd noise and suppression
\~

O~i noise spjke~ when an nth'rot)t,stack was used. However no significant
, ,. I'

dJfference wagY-lfbted between ROOTN and RTWON sraeks, the final stack
(__) .,:r . '\ '0< ,<) '.~ " , .' . . ':'-. . . "

used was .~qpl~;<"Jjigu~e6.'Hi illustrates the RTWON and median stacks and
the ROOT~)stack is showu;lti fi~ure t),15.a •

., . 120 .'
,'PIME VARtANT FREQU:eN(~yl-FILTERING

t> The frequency range of.se~~lmic reflected energy generally decreases with
"'thne .. Certain processes sucK' as deconvolution Introduce high frequency "

?. I

, noise. For this reason a time variant bandpass filter is ~ppiied to the data late,.
in the, 'processing sequence,
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The filter was designed with It least two octaves between the upper ana lower
bandpass limits and at least half an octave between the bandpass point and its
corresponding cutoff point. Pllter parameters were chosen by app'Jying a

,
number of bandpass filters to a stacked section. In the first test the low cutoff
was kept constant a~ 15 Hz and the high cutoff v~ried from 6S Hz to 35 Hz
in steps ofS Hz. In the second test the high cutoff was kept constant and the

I

low cutoff varied from 10 to aQ Hz in steps of 5.lb. From the tests it isV . .. •
possible to identify the apprnxlmate frequency content of the reflections of
interest. The filter parameters can be chosen.to include as much as possible
of the frequency range of the desired reflections while excluding frequencies
which contain mainly noise. '-The final filter chosen from these. tests' is given
in table 6.2.

\
~I

POST STACK SCALING

~ exponential eaio function of 2.5 was applied to the data tn Ofj~er to
furth~ enhance the high amplitude events. A trace amplitude balancing
pr9!.:(fssor ealculated ~4',e~,a window of 1000 ms 80(.\'60 % application was

/,:~ " ",~I<

~,,~:Plied.

MIGRATION

Migration is a process whef(~by dipping reflections are moved to their
'correct' subsurface positlons. R.eflections are moved in an updip directlqn
and the angle of dip is increased,' The length"ocf the reflection. is decreased.
A deeper event is" displaced" mor~ trian a shallow reflection by migration.o . .,

Diffractions are collapsed back lio points when correctly migrated, Steep
synclines appear IlS 'bowtles' on :Ilnunmlgrated section, after migration the
structure is broadened. Anticline$1 are compressed during migration.
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The quality of a migrated section depends on ..

the migratie:11 algorithm
how closely the stacked section approxlmates a zero offset
section
the slgnal to noise ratio
migration velocity

'- whether events .come fror.. only within the plane of the
section

After migration the noise is reduced and changed in character. Random
npise is suppressed whereas coherent noise is migrated as though it. were
data. This is ~,hecause qf 'smlles' all the bottom of the section. The amount

. -,

of movement, l.e, change in x, t and ii, aft~r migration is a function of
velocity squared. Therefore the pef1centage error in velocity results in twice
the percentage error in displacement, (Yilmaz, 19$1). Therefore the choice of
velocity is very important. There is no difference between stacking and
migration vei\),zities in a horizontally layered medium, but for dippin~
reflections, migration velocity is independent of dip a~d stacking v~locity is
sensitive to dip (Yilmaz and Chambers, 1984). The velocity used for
migration is therefore some function of the stacking velocity. One indication
of when the correct velocity is chosen. is when diffractions are migrated back
to foci.

The migration algorithms are based on the scalar wave equation and treat
all energy (noise, multiples and primary reflections) on the s~ismic section
in the same manner. Two different migration algorithms were used, a finite-
difference method and the FK method. Results from the two were very
similar, however the finite ..differenc~ method tllkes six times longer to run.
Therefore the data was migrated using the FK method.

The FK method involves a two dimensional double Fourier transformation
of the t..x data. To prevent edge effects the data is padded in time and space

o
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l ~.
~! zero traces and adding. zeroes to the end of thle traces. The al~orithm
is bal}edon a censtant velocity field. This is aehleved by stretching the time
axis by applylng a. stretch' facto! of between 0 and 2. A value pi 1 keeps the
velocity constant and best results come from. using JlJ value of 0.5 ('tUmaz,
1987). The practical Use of the FK migration Involves a time to depth
conversion which results in the frequency content of the data being altered
and improper migration front incorrect lateral, velot:iiy variations (Stolt,

o

1978),

Warnel' (1987) reported on the .difficulty of ntigralting d~ep data and iti
selecting the GQ,rrect·migl'ation velocity'. Results indicated that deep data
appeared to be migrated best ~tJvelocities up to SO I~ less than 'stacking
velocities. kpanel of data Was migrated using percentages ranging from 70
to 90 % of stacking velocities. The final line was migrated using 80 % ()f the
smoothed stacking velnettles,

SEISMIC SIGNAL DETECTION FILTERINg )

Due to the low signal to not•• ratio of tho data, It was decided to p~(
panel of the reflection section through a seismic signal detection filter, in
order to aid interpretation. A programme to do the fHtelt1ng was written by
G. Cooper of the Univers.ity of the Witwatetsrand based on the work by
Hansen et al, (1988).

The signal detection filter is based on statistical hyp~Jthesis testing (the
sign test statistic) and the performance of the filter can be quantified i.e, it
is possible to calculate the number of noise-only segments it will pass,
depending on the.fllter parameters. The filter is \~esigned to detect spatially
linear Signals of allowable slowness (dips) in noisy stacked seismtc data. The
effect is to suppress spatially incoherent' events (noise) so that events visible
on the input section become metre obvious.

{I
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FHter parameters are set to determine what is de$ignated signal; The
parameters include ..

()

w- the window length, which is tile .number !)traces over which
the sigmds must exhibit phase coher~nte,> "

~thre$hold of significance.~ a window containing t or' more
positt,ve ~tnpntudes is designatelsignal. r. '-'

t -

No\ise is assumed to be idcfuticatly and symmefrlcally distributed about zero.
~ .... ... .. - " .. ,

The;,:/Uter 1$ applied along vaeleus &,Jo~nessldip Unes"in th", stacked section~s~n~\~adous window \~gt~,. ' . .'
.j.- •

Th~\signal detector is passed over the stacked seismic section and another~\ . . .' '. . .' . . .' . .

2D ar~liay (the multiplier array) is produced. This array contains a one if a
, t, . . . . 0

o ' signal ~vasdetected at the same point on the seismic section land a zero if no
sIgnal \\\«18 detected. The final step is the production ~f a: final fiItere'd section
by the multiplication Qf the input stack with attie multiplier array. Therefore.

i '

the' filte!\~d section contains amplitude 'and sign;11information,
.1"'::, '. ''C

Applic'ation of the seismic signal '.'detector to ~he Limpopo reflection
seismic Une rerti;lo'~edmuch of the noIse and passed most signal visible on the

(I

input section. But the signal remains very Hmiie(and the end result could\ not
improve nl\~Interpr,~tation. A test sect~on of the line aftl$t' the appHcatid~ of
the Signal detectiol

i

filter is shown in tfgm'e 6.1 '7!':

,i
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6.2 Seisntl,.~ Interpretation

Origin of reflections

Seismic reflection occurs at an interface,. structural or compositional,
between two media bavins contrasting acoustic impedances. Aeous~fc
impedance is calculated as fhe product of density and seismic velocity and is
dependent on rock properties, such as mineral composition, porosity, fhdd
content etc. Whether a particular terrane appears reflective depends on a,.

v

nun;ber of factors, including .. surface rec6:-ding conditions, presence of
compositionally varying layers or fault zones, the attitude of the ref~ecting
interfaces and complexity of the structure" (Green et al, t 1990), The amplitude

\:~
of the reflection depends on the difference in acoustic impedance across t~e
boundary, the geometqr of the wave path and attenuation effects alongZthe
wave path (Brewer and Oliver, 1980).

Geologic possibilities f(i\r crustal reflections include primary lithological
\'

layering, metamorphic Iayerlng , tectonically Impcsed layering including
unconformfUe,s and shear zones, physical properties of the rocks e.g. fluid
cont.ent or fluid rich horizons not controlled by rock type or structure
(Hatcher ,. 1986; Green et al., 1990; Klemperer et al., 1987), Compositional
variations must-be of a scale large enough to produce reflections, Migmatites
which form a major portion of the middle crust are layered on t~p smilll a
scale to produce reflections. Large amplitude reflections can be produced by!
layers of alternating high and low velocity material as found in metamorphic

rocks (Hurlch and Smithson, 1987). Reflections from fault zones are only
observed directly if the fault plane dips at a low enough angie «30°) and
a sufficient lmpedarice contrast exists" across the boundary, or if the fab~Jc
created within the fault plane (e.g. mylonite), has an impedance contrast
(Blundell, 1990). Reflections from know." faults are generally complex and
discontinuous, indicating that faults are not generally seen as a single layer:
Most fa ....lts seem to be confined to the upper crust.

\) "
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Deep selsmlc .sectlons can be characterised by r~c:urring reflection
patterns, each possiMy related to a particular get>jogy (Hatcher, 1986; Gibbs,
1986). "

C\

(I) Layered subhorlzontal reflections
These may he produced by alternating layers of sUicicand gabbroic igneoqs
rocks. They also idenUfy\~edimentary basin~+ Stratified' relatively continuous

)1'- '. .. • .'.

upper 'crustal reflections are typical of Precambrian continental S"edimentary
~. . ....

basins. Single 'continuous reflections may result from farge crystalline thrust
sheets. Subhoriztiritat reflections· are also p.'oduced ..~Y detachment~··faults .
."Broad deformation zones' produce laminated refle itiQns.

(H) Zones ..of inclined and cu~ved reflections and diffractions
.'A .si~gle zone of inclined reflections can result from a planar dipping fauJt-~",
Gnei'~lterranes are characterlsed by compi'ex reflections and dtffractlons as}\
are the basements to continental sedimentary basins. Stacked. and overlapping
curved reffecdons identify large refolded isoclinal folds;' and \'intrusDve
complexes.

~
\

(>
(H~>'Sei,snlica!ly transparent zones (( ;, '
These are dtfficult to interpret since thty may represent str~icturally complex
or simple "'~hes or rocks that cornain no acoul~J;c impedance. They may be
assocra.ee with granitold rocks, anorthosites and ~neisses. Rocks m&y be

~) .. (\

rend(rted acousrlcally homogeneous in structurally complex zones, Also \the
scale of !'~petition by folding may be so small that acoustic energy is
dispersed or the layering is thin compared to t~,e seismic wavelength,

The uBper crust is not l,IsuaUy reflective, which may be because if: is
dominated by brittle tectonics whlch produce short structures having steep
dips (Matthews and Cheadle, 1980; Mooney and Broche:t ~ 1987)t,-Prom'inent
reflections probably result from low angle faults of mylonite zones.~",.highly

"-,\ ."

extended terranes within core complexes and the base of:>JPosed 'plutons
\

(Klemperer et al., 1987). The deep crust is in general uniformly reflective
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and the illllny reflections result fto91c,~~usitionally Iayered gneissic rock.
or may originate in lithOlogic bounJ:!~Hesand zones of mylcnlte (Green et al.,

// '

J990), or ma!_ originate w~r&units from the Juxtaposition of layers of
ilifferent rock 1Ypes~::-tafflei than originating from q()n~acts between units
(Christense-n, 1989).

Problems in Identifying tru~ reflec.tions
..

Complex middle and lower crustal stacked sectiqns are characterised by
numerous short reflection seaments and poor signal to noise ratio .. this may
be a (llnction of the complex target~ or the response filay be distorted by
propagation effects, source, generated and ambient noise and processing
procedules,t:"Rcsults of modelling indicate that even a single '"ndutaling
surface can produce a multiplicity of reflectioh) on the record section because
of reflections from out of the verttcal plane of section, (Blundell and
Raynaud, 1986).

()

"
Clo*es etUh n!(983) observed that below 6 S (i. \thi*'l/the:lovl~r crust),

many seismic sedions cgllOw a multitude c:.f ShOk·t!;~"~~hefent refleotiotHl.
However not all refleetlons on a selsmlc section ha~,e geplogital odgins.,

(I_~

some may be true reflections. Qt~~rsmultiples and oth~rs artifacts of tht)
processing sequence. Most reflections on seismic sections arise from
superposition' of individual reflecting segments from a number of Closely
spaced Interjaees, resulting in enhancement by constructive interference. and
loss by destructive interference (Blundell, 1990). Construcdve interference
associated whh aeological layering is at Jeastas important as the magnitude

'. . -\.'\

of· the reflection ooefficient for produ~,)n~ !'cf!ectjons~ Similarly, r~fI~t"tiqn
amplltudeslarger than those predicted 9Y reflection coefficients are the result
of constructive inter·ference.

The lateral extent of coherent reflectlons in the lowercrust is generally
between 1 and, 2S km, with most !6e~ng about 4 k,w.10'l~g,which is barely

~longer than the Fresnellon~ (Matthews and Cheadle, 1986). The lengtlJ;.:,l)f
phase. correlatable reflections is affected by residual s~~J~9s,noise and
degradation due to scattering in the upper crust. Crystauine rook~\ of the

'~contlnental crust are often characterised by compositional variations o;"'lells-
shaped bodies of limited slae that may act as ""tc:ff'lectotsOf small ..body
dh:fractQrs. Discontinuous reflections could result from interference' between
these adjacent reflectors (Hurich and Smithson, 1987). It is important to
determine the real length of a refJ~ctor on a selsmle section' before it can be
considered a geological reality. This is determined by the tint Fresnel zone'
defined by Yllmaz (1987) as

r :::.'(v/2)(tl()o.5

where r =: radius
v = velocity at time t

f == dominant frequency at time t

..~

.:

Two points "falling within the first Fresnel zone are Indlstlngulshable.
Similarly r is the segment length that would result from a point reflector at
depth z (equivalent to time t). Therefore a reflective lower ernst may result
from numerous bodies smaller than the Fresnel zone. This is illustrated by
a model where events on the sectlon do not ~}ap'one ..to ..one with reflectors'
of the model, demonstrating the Importance (~f spatial interference in

;:,1

generating reflective waveflelds in complex terranes (Hurich and. Smithson,
1987).

o A further problem is where stacked images appear layered because of
,I

enhanced lateral continuity attributed to thl~well known dip filter inherent in
the stacking process (Yilmaz, 1987). eMP stacking is ;~~Il>liedto improve the
signal to noise ratio and approximate a zero offset Ilection. Its limits in
achieving this are seen in the attenuation of dipping f~ature~,and the limited
horizontal resolving power of the eMP stack, since the eMF stack: shows
stacking smear. The ";:p fitter effect of the stacking process is most severe

ss



I}. (/ «:

for" ea~'ly titne~ and Ia.rge offsets (Olbsol) .and ;Levtnder, '1990). Poststack
rn,i.gration ~at111otremove the dip filtering effeets of stacking, this cap only
be done by prestack migration ot DMO.

Results from typical crustal sections

It ~s, impossible to d~scribe the UgeometrY' and sign;ficance of each
individual refleeti.on on a selirsmie section since most rcfl~ctibn$ do not prnJ!ct

.~ .. ,:~::.\

to tb~ surface and therefore ca.nnot ,be unhluely identified. AHm,"8SexplaIned
a~pve, not every reflection has geologica! sianifieance. In,tead zones with
generally similar f3Bri~ are ideptified. Allmendinler et al. (1987) recognised
that ch,f,lracr~risdcs of deep sebndiC ref1~ction data across mountain belts vary
in a relit,iv'~ly sysJematic '!lay. They produced a generic selsmic section for
PhanerozQic orogenic. belts~ in which the continental crust is dividedlnto four
zones, based on seismic' rdlection data "from the US:~'>T'l~Limpopo Belt

\\

seismic sectioll exhibits several simUarit'ies with this generic section,
-; "

indicating that it rbay be , 'fossil' mountain belt. The four ZOJ1~$ in the.
I)

(1) The little deforn ed Precambrlan craton with few real reflections in the
upper third to :~aehalf of Ctust except fOr thin banrls of layered reflections

n \_::~" . '! '

frow Phanerozolc Strata on the surrace. The ..nllddie and lower crust is
dominated by diffl'actions and various oriented dipping reflections. No high
amplitude ref!ection$ mark the Moho. instead there is a gradational or marked
downward decrease in reflections and diffractions at Moho traveltlmes.

~~ .

(ii) The orogenic foreland deformed by thin skinned thrust belt tectonics'
which is ctraracteri:;ed by numerous complex reflections frcm deformed

\\

sedin\entary ~trata in the uppe.r crust, but sparse deep r~f.lecdolls; possibly,
due to poor slgnal penetration through complex near surface structure,

II 0

o
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(iii) The third zone relates to. compresstonal tectonics and is-characterised by
a unidirectional dipping fabric where the reflective zone extends from near
surface into the.lower crust. ~lthough few individual reflections can be traced '~
that far. There are generaUy some reflections and diffractions dipping Ilinthe/;:-=,,-~,

-~ "
opposite directwn to the aen~ral fabril~. . [i (-

, 'R", j;

(ir/) Tbe fourth zone ,h fb.und itt the f~)rel;nd :;Jhi;nterland"of tlie cratll)~lib
regions of mt1~matism: elev~ted geol:he~rms or extension. T~e upper enlist is
largely transparent but the middle and lower crust consist of num~r~ps
horlsontal and genUy dipping rettecttons. A reflection Mont)' is comm:o.nly
seen as promlnent laminated and later~lJy discontinuous reflections wit'ltt an

I

overall thickness of 0.2 to 1" s,

c
Zones 1 to 3 are found in mountain belts whereas zone 4 seems "lore

a
likeiy to occur in a rift environment. Z'bne 4 is not found in sections across
Precambrian terranes. Thus there is an l~pparent difference between erat(,)nic
and orogenic fabrics where the layering: ill orogenic environments may be a
result of time dependent processes whleh are no I,pnger active on ancien.t

t· ..1;/..'

cratons. Terrane boundary zi;mes,with d.~~plypelle(r~ltiJY~'tru;t,derately dipping
and '~.mbltjc.ate refiee.~ion zones can be interpreted '~s colllslonal ot'ogens
(Gibbs, 1986). Con"~rgent zones are charaeterised by a typically reflective

" lower crust with discrete reflections. In extensional terranes the lowl~r"brust
(.1 c:::.:.\ '

appears highly reflective with a strongtv laminated character (Mooney and
Brecher ~o 1987).

Surface geology in Precambrian shi<dd areas indicates a high degree of
structural complexity and lithological heterogenelty, which are. no~ ideal
conditions for gelleratin~ reflections (lSrewer and OHvet, 1980). Several
sel;;mi~ survey~ acrose Archean terranes have been carried oJ).t, including"
i\~,itibi .i~reenstune b~lt (Ja,9ks~n et at p. 1990), COCORP Mhmesota profile
(dlbbS et al., 1984) h'luthe Superior Province. the COCORP Wind River ii

?smithson et at. ~Hl\fO) and the Montana plairi's (Latham et al, ~ 1988) profiles
in the Wyotn,ing province.

(;
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Reflections on the southern Abitibi profile are attributed t91 Archean
igneous layering and tectonic high strain. T~e reflection profile reveals
subhorlzonta! rerlectlon zones in the upper 15 km, which is centrary to the
steeply dipping surface structures. The shallowest su~Jlodzontal zone at a
depth of 6," 12 km is interpreted as the base of the greenstone supracrustal
assemblage. Some steeply dipping faults present on the profile penetrate to
5..6 St but none extend Into the lower crust. This suggests that the faults are
either listric and root in the subhorizontai middle crusta) shear zone or may

have extended deeper, but have been overprinted by later events that
produced the subhorizontal fabrlc.

(

~

Abundant deep reflections on the Wyoming profile emphasise the
heterogeneous and compicx nature of the Precambrian crystalline crust, These
numerous deep 'eventS;:! of marked curvature may represent. complex fold

n

structures in the ..middle and lower crust. The Wind River Thrust appears .~~
a mote or less conttnuous reflectionwhich can be traced to depths of 2.4 k~\.
with an 'a'lPeragedip of 31)0 .. 35°. tlle G'ontinuous nature-c] th~=:WindRivtr
Thrust indicate.s that a Sllfficient impedance contrast exists serosa the fault
zone which could be caused by bands of mylonltlsed rocks an~/()r the
juxtaposttion of differen~ rock types in a llC~terQg,~neQuscrust.

~ .' . ~
~. J

Reflections on the Minnesota profile. which cr6sses late Archean granite ..()
greenstone and older Archean gneiss and granulite, are sparse and more
concordant in the gneiss and granullte),than in the greenstone. the profile
shows numerous north to northwest ,dip~ing refteetlona throughout the crust,
with a particularly prominent and continuous serles o(such events prQJecdng

i)·· .\\,-. L'

,,'\to the surface neat .the ttace' of the, fault i~lle lc!el'lUfled as the boundary
b~!wee~<\;~~\~wo z~~,es. '1~he presence of the numetou~ north dipping;:
ref'i'ections"un~onn~cted with the main fault zone suggests that collision may
have prodm:ed imbricate underthrusts. The complex disrupted seismic pattern

C)

within late Archean t~tranes Is consistent with the conventional view of ~~lb
tereanes. Lower crustal reflectlons are also .complex and latenilly
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discontinuous. Reflections between 13 .. 15 s identified as originating fr·om
the Moho are l~!,erally discontinuous, w:th a moderate dip.

In general regions of stable continental crust have unreflective lower
crust,· There seems to be a correlation between lower crustal reflectivity and
the age at which the last o'ro~enic event occurre~. Wever (in Meissner, 1.986)
shows a general histogram for the occurrence of reflectionS. per 1 S ,two way

(,. ':] " "i

time interval, which seems to be typical for old shield areas with little recent
• rJ

crustal deformation. The histogram shows ~haf the upper 2..6 s are
considerably more reflectlve than the low.~r 6~20 a,

The refraction defil,lition of the Moho hi generally shown by a step c,..
function velocity boundary •. However. reflections at depths predicted by the II,

, ·.c ,',

refraction Moho are laminated, laterally discontinuous packages between 0.5
and 2 s thick," indicating n thln layered rath~r than block strUcture (Hale and

() . . 0::

Thcmpscn, 1982). The base, of the layered zone "correlates in general. withe the
position of the refraction Moho (Mooney and Bracher, 1987). 1'he seismic

,', . t!. p

expresston of th'e Moho is varl~£TI in different tetton~p province~, ht(hcatlng
" that the Moho may have bad differ~nt origins or evomtlon (H~rich and

"" . .' \'. . (.I ,.

Smithson, 1987). The Moho also appears relatively continuous &,fid flat
(I ,f

beneath 0~ones of moviqg crustal blocks indicating that it m,~y p,ostdate
i:

deformatiQ~~(Brown et al., 1~",~7). "j

The Moho docs not 8en~raUy have any reflection signature tin Archean
. " ' I~)

profHes •.An exception is the Minnesota profile. More often the expec~~d
,. U r, ,.... ", I,"

position of. t~e,)Moho t3 Y,llthln ac,~ei$mically t~a~sparent z,onej which may
Ii" indicate that the Mo,ito lJ ~~;)s~ areas is a\18tadual velf"..'ty ~n~'f~aSC)t-'1or ~;a

\~; highly deformed boundary, \ ~ that signal" tof')nois~ ratio ~i.} tl'~(t?terr~nesis
? low (Brewer ·and Olivers 199(J). D " \~ ))
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Limpopo line interpretation

The migrated reflection seismic line is shown in fjgure 6.18 (back
pocket). The reflection Hn~ is shown to 12 s although the data were recorded
to 13 s. This is due to software limitations in processing. Using an average
crustal velocity of 6.5 km/s as determined from refraction studies. a 12 s

time section translates to, 11 39 km depth section, The 212. krn north-south
profile heglns in the Central Zone, crosses the -Southern Marginal Zone and
ends south of Pietersburg on the Kaapvaal Craton. Part of the CZ and the
SMZ are obscured by Karoo Sequel.},ce.~(ealw.ents and volcanics within the

{c·· " '/i

Soutpansbergtrcugh, An !interpreted line drawing of the main events (events
that are laterally cohereut for 1 km or more) see\ 'on the profile is shown in
figure 6.19. Two migrate~ panels showing important features are reproduced
iJ\ figures 6~20 and 6.21.:

Most reflections are concentrated in the upper 6 s on the southern end of
th.e profile. However, there is also a highly reflective south dipping wedge
on the northern edge as well as a reflective block in the upper 4 s just south
of this wedge.

/::;::: ·t

.)The northern e'e of the profile is dominated by avery reflective wedge
defined by reflections A..A' and B..B' on figure 6.20. which ~tarts at surface
and ends at 1 s, The £irst few horizontal reflections are probably due to

"surface sediments. The edge of the block is defined by steep southerly
d~pping reflections. dipJPing at 250 ms/km (- :UJO) which truncate deeper
h~'riz{)ntal to gently north dippj~g retlectiors. 'there is no surface lndleatlon
(J:r the geology of this block,

\
'\\

!}

Within the-Central Zone is an unusually If,cflective block within the top 4
s (reflections C..C' in fi\~J.lre 6.20). It consists of 3 southerly dipping bands
of reflections which fl~tten out around eMP 140fD"to horlzontal layers

/I

extending to eMP ,7000. The reflections extend from surface to 3 s, cutting
, ;') . \\

surface at about eMF 800. Above and below the eo""inuous horizontal.\ ' .. 1\
1.' :-~:\!, .
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reflections are shorter S\lbh~7}Z(;ntat reflections. m~:ewbere f' the, CZ the

only reflections are inc~~"e~:Jut,pans~erg trough" and ,a few u~(\vl;irdcurving
reflections beneath refle(.ltiQnsC~Cj. ,C_'

\J . , ~
Se4Jimertts ii'" th\.~ 'Karoo-Soutpansberg ttqugh /;,~fe. I~videi\t as short "

, ,(\ ", ," ,1) ,

~orizontal reflections occurri~g at two way time;~ h:ss1i~hau 400 ms between
eMP's 2600 and.''''$70(k~)These reflections are ..,n6t well imaged since
processing was not optimum for shallow reflections as this was not the
primary objective. The trough extends from CMP 2900 to eMP 3700 Le.
about 27 km wide. It has a depth extent of about 400 111S which is
approx lmately i.2 km; The sedimentary basln is trunrated In the south by the
Palata ~1t'earzone which is also the boundary of the CZ and SMZ. This fault

zone has no seismic expression and its position can only be inferred ~rom
\"':;J . . \,..--

other truncated reflections. Tho north¢r;tl boundary of the b~~in is a gently

north dippi.ng contact; Small f:,.~!tscan be reJ~(j'gnise~in the basement of tQe

boundary (Stetder et at, in press). l{!l "

Between Vivo anrJ Dendron the SMZ is marked by several ijands of short

hOJizontal rj~ dipping (both north and southwar,} 1)' reflection~ concentrated

abov~ 3 s, Quly:: isolated horizontal reflections occur below 3 s.

\)

The probable selsmlc expression of the boundary between the KC ~nd
SMZ is marked by reflections A-A' (figure 6.21), the boundary dipping no.rth
fronl eMF 6500 at - 3011 extending to 3 s. R,p.flections B..'6' (figure 6.21) .dip

south at approximately 25 Q from. CMP 6500 at surface extending to. 2 s.
1.' >

Beneath B..8' are two dome like structures .. C with its apex at 2.2 s and I),

awider dome wit.h its ape~ at 3.5 s. These dipping~)reflections may form the
eompre-slonel third zone on the generic section derived by Atlmendinget e..
al., 1987)

\\,J
.The southern part~9f the line, particularly south of Pletershurg, conslets

. of numerous subhorlzcntaj reffecti~n.,~"i~;omsurface to 8 s with no appa;~nt
structure. Two groups of reflect!OHS, ~t}th. gently dipping to the south, are (I
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found 'kt f,1. s and )-::/~ These reflections occur within the KC indicating that
the KC is characterised by many short horizontal reflectlons extending
throughout tlre crust. Therefore the KC may be rela~~d to zone 1 011 the
generic $~tion of Allmendinger at 'II. (1987)

I'? Th~re are few deep reflections which might ,.otrespond to M~ho
reflections. Reflections E in figure 6.X9 between eMP's 66C,)and 1100 occu~
at a depGI 9 .. 10.~. ~"which corresponds to a depth of between ~2 and 37 tern.

//' ','

The depth of til{M(~ho on the ICC is between 36 ~nd 37 km as predicted by
• . ". .... I(retraction and gravity work, Therefbre these are (Possible Moho reflections.

Most other reflectidns below 9 $ are shorter (;than 2 km so cannot be
considere(l to have sh~nificantJateraJ extent.

The three geological terranes traversed by the seismic line have distinct
sei:unlc signatures. 'fhe CZ'is4argely transparent except for a.reflecrlve block

,"'1/"-

in the .upper cru~t;Wh!chmay be undefotmed crustal materlal, The SMZ and
probable NMZ terranes are characterised by numerous short, horizontal to
.gently dipping reflections in the u~per 6 s, except beneath the Soutpansberg
trough •. l~his lack of refleettons may be due to the sediments absorbinr, all
energy. This,'teflection 'pattern is in accordance with that described by Gibbs

II :..
, (1986) for granulite and gneisS" terranes. The grar.ite ..greenstone terrane, of
the KC is the most reflecrlve, \Vith reflections visible down to 11 s. Large
scale dome i~iructur~s are visible at mwd"c,fustal levels a$.~~elJ as sub ..
horizontal reflectioo$ ill' the uppet' 2 s Which may be reJ~;;,~i(tothin skinned

;'. .., ' '" /,.;:>-'
tectonics. liThe terrane boundary between the KC a~;{ SMZ is seen as $hor~
nor~hward dipping reflections; which is in acco/~<~6cewith 9th~r geophysh:~al

•.. ' . . ij

data. The Palata shear zone separating the C~ and SM;Z is considered to be
• . (I" '

vertical and as such ~,o seismic slgoatul'o ts expected. Therefore'its position
\)

onthe ":sel$mtq section is hlferred froan the truncated r~flectio~_$ t'rOffli'H the
.t '- ',I t "

Soutpansbetg trough. No co,r,~!nuous;ref1ections at midw~rust:ld lev~l~ (3 M

I) .. " " \, ". '~--""~

S $} connecting tht:" tZluth dipping NMZ/CZ boundary anq the v~lrtlcal
SMZ/CZ bo1Pldary), wt~ich would indi~~te a decoUement ZOnfJ as postulated
oy MC~(Jurt ~l1dVearneombe (1987), are apparent 011 the sellsnlic section.

Q ~
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7. CONCLUSION
'"

o

The Kaapvaal Craton em is characterised by a uniformly reflective crust
down to' 8 s (- 25 km), The reflections are fairly continuous and have an

IJ 'lA,

average lehgth of betwe~~1i~tl_and:; km. There is evidence for thin skinned
'tectonics (\~~allo~ app~o:dm~~elY horizoatal reflections close to surface), The 0

» ..~ ~
KC is la...g~ly in isostatic equilibrium w}tif;)1:J indicates a normal crustal
thickQess. Thh~ is verified by the refraction data where the Moho 1$ found tet'

I" I:

occur between 3,6 and 38 km within the craton. There is ~nsufficient evidence
to Indicate the presence of an abrupt upper/lower crustal'{nterface, The
absence of Moho reflections on the reflection !profHe may indicate poor data
quality or it"may also lndicate a transitional Moho. Also the refraction d~ta

? . .

iddicate that 't'k~ Moho is transltiuna! rather than a ·~t~~rp velocity
~ . a \

di~continuity. :electfic~.l soundings (Van Zijl, 1978; De Beer et..al, ~ 19QO)
indicate that the uppermost layer (~lO ktn) of the KC is resistive which is

\'-

characteristic of maaslve terranes with limited fracturing and deformation.

) .' ' .. ' ......~

T)l~~QQUDQafYb~t~,..tl1!} KC ang SQuthern Matilnal Z2ue (KC{SMZ) is
defitf~(f on the reflection profile by curved northward dipping reflections
beginning near surface 30 kP-l north of Pieters burg and extending to 4)$ (-12

't .\

km) at an angle of 35(1 to:,be horlaoqtal, This is in agreemene with the
\(\

electrical work of De Beer ~.t al, (1990r::~:10 were the first workers to
propose Jhat the KCISMZ boundary dipped northwards with the KC rocks
dipping beneath the rocks of the SMZ. ,The gravity profile can also be '

/'l

modelled using a north dipping contact between the 5MZ t"rd KC with _!~e
c; c ., .,' .~ ..

boundary intersecting the surface 20 km north of Pietersbu'tg. ;

The £Q.w:hS{tn MaJ;giUaI Z2ne (SM'lJ. is characterised by numerous short
l_' . . . .... -__ ' .. . -

hcrizontalto gently dipping reflections in the upper 6 s, The retlecnons do
; ,,' "

not define any obvious structure. This is, in agreement with the electrical data
which shows~t?e SMZ to have a low resistiyity upper crust characteristic of
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f) f1

(:1

fractured terranes indicating extensive deformation. The positive gravity
anom4teyP,.\(VertheCSrvtZ4S'modelled usi.nga 6·7 km thick layer of dense (2930

"j)

kiJlm3) granulites in the upper crus-to De B.eer and Stettler (in press) report
" ("

o

on low magnetic susceptlbilkles in the SMZ which they attribute to
magnetJ~j!menite ~oHQ solutitlns heing formed during granulite gra~e
metamorphisty accompanied.by a marked reduction in magnetic susceptibility.

II

No 1leOPht~ld data s~t provide, direct evidence as t~ the nature M the
SQyt.hswn MS!t~~lt~lle/{;~ntrij. ZQnt1(SMZ/CZ) boundary. Gravity data
indic~tes that l(i~)most~li,keIY to be a near-vertical ccntacts-This is verified
l:>y the ref!ection prof Alewhere'reflections within the Soutpansberg trough are
abri4ptiy'termini'¥ted in the vicinity of the SMZICZ boundary (8 km north of
Vivo). The, refnl.!tion data shows a 0.6 s slowdown 2S'km north of the
SMZ1CZ boundary. This may be due to either a sudden increase ( - 8 km) in
the Cnf~~~~rkneSs of the CZ or a 10w..veloclty-layer (LVL) in the UPll~t
mantle. Sine.) the gravity data is not easily modelled using a such a thick
crust in the ez, a LVL between 42 and 45 km and extending from beneath
the KC into the Limpopo Belt is preferred.

The ~tral ZQn~ (QZ.l is largely seismically transparent except for a well
defined block near Alldays consisting of 3 parallel dipping reflections which
extend from n6:r s'urface to about 3 s{where they flatten out. It is also
characterised by a low reslstlvtty upper crust, consistent with the
interpretation of it being a fractured terrane. HO\VeVf-L, the electrical data
also indicates a block of h~8i'i r~s}stivity material cbat;{lcteristic of massive

j.~ , '"

terranes. De Beer and Stettler I\!n press) s~ gest that these may be crusta;
remnants of a previous Ctl!htoni~terrane not !affected by_.the thrusting and

.. J

shearin~ during the last. Limpopo q,leformation e~ent .. The regional Free ..air
gravity f))eld over the CZ is lower than that over the KC. This is in part due
to the lower elevation over the CZt but is ,.also explained using a slightly

~i

thicker (1..3 km) crust beneath the CZ. The 1efractlon data are atso best
modelled using a thicker (5 km) crust beneath the cz,
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The ~Jlttal ZpoelJbrtherll. Marainal Zsln~ (CZINMZl. bQund{~ is seen II

on the reflection profile 8,$ a south dIpping wedge of reflections extending to

7 s ~'"an angle of 3S 0 to the horizontal. The NMZ is also characterised by
• '0

numerC!,ushorizo.ntal to gendy dipping reflectors. The"de~th to the Moho is
3S km beneEl'th the NMZ (Stuart. and .Zengeni, 1987) increasing to about 40
km beneath the ZC. The boundary between the ZC and NMZ is a south
dipping thrust zone (Gws'II'sva et al. ~in prep.), ,Ii
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